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ABSTRACT
The inverters transfer energy from a DC source to a controlled process in 
the form of pulse trains, using semiconductor switches which are turned on and 
off at fast repetition rates. This thesis explains in depth how these pulse trains 
synthesize sine waves. AC waveform generation techniques such as the square 
wave and Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) are compared in terms of their 
harmonic elimination capability and fundamental gain control. Various PWM 
techniques such as bipolar switching, unipolar switching, selective harmonic 
elimination switching and Space Vector PWM (SVPWM) switching are analyzed 
and compared in terms of their ability to control harmonic distortion (THD), 
minimize switching losses, control fundamental gain and maximize DC bus 
utilization capacity. The selective harmonic elimination technique is covered in 
depth including a technique that utilizes a neural network controller to remove a 
selected set of harmonics. This thesis focuses on Space Vector PWM (SVPWM) 
technique since it has many advantages over other conventional methods such 
as sine wave PWM. Thus, the SVPWM theory and experimental analysis is 
presented in depth. The SVPWM technique was realized using the state-of-the- 
art power electronics hardware and Digital Signal Processing (DSP) software. 
The experimental procedure and harmonics analysis of the DSP based SVPWM 
output waveforms and inverter output voltages and currents are presented. The 
experiments were carried out using power electronics development modules
XX
such as the Texas Instrument’s TMS320LF2407 DSK (eZdsp), Digital Motor 
Controller (DMC1500), and the VisSim™/TI C2000 Rapid Prototyper software 
package and a three-phase AC induction motor. The VisSim™/TI C2000 Rapid 
Prototyper was extensively used to model an AC induction motor control sub­
system that generates real time SVPWM waveforms to control a three-phase 
induction motor. The AC induction motor control sub-system was implemented 
using the principle of constant Volts/Hertz (V/Hz) profile. S' averal measurements 
and observations of the phase-voltages, line-voltages and phase currents were 
made to observe the quality of the power produced using the SVPWM technique. 
The SVPWM waveforms were simulated using MATi_AB™ software and the 
VisSim™/TI C2000 Rapid Protctyper software. These simulated SVPWM 
waveforms were compared with the DSP generated SVPWM waveforms and the 
inverter output. The completed project will give the user the ability to use the 
VisSim™/TI C2000 Rapid Prototyper software to generate SVPWM waveform 
and power the DSP controller (eZdsp), interface the DMC1500 (inverter) with the 
eZdsp and control a three-phase induction motor. An extension of the 
conventional three-phase SVPWM to higher order phase systems is reviewed.
An overview of the principle of sensorless variable speed three-phase AC motor 
drives with closed-loop speed control is included.
xxi
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In electrical engineering, an inverter is a device for converting Direct 
Current (DC) electricity into Alternating Current (AC) electricity. The quality of 
the AC current, voltage, and frequency that the inverter produces determines the 
types of appliances and equipment it can operate. The three basic types of 
inverter waveforms are sine wave, quasi sine wave and square-wave (which 
looks the least like a sine-wave) [79]. These waveforms are shown in Figure 1.1 
[81]. Quasi sine wave inverters can operate most devices except
Sine Wave
Figure 1.1: Three Basic Types of Inverter Waveforms
those most sensitive to harmonics, such as laser printers, computers and 
waveform sensitive audio equipment. Square-wave inverters, whose waveform 
is rich in harmonics, are mostly suitable for heat devices.
1
2Harmonics are more of a concern now than ever before, because of the 
ever-increasing use of non-linear loads. These loads draw current in a non- 
sinusoidal fashion creating harmonics. High frequency currents travel on the 
outer edge of the conductors (skin effect) creating heat. The generated heat can 
cause conductors to heat up and motors and transformers to fail. The heat 
sometimes causes circuit breakers to trip. The cables carrying harmonic current 
also behave like an antenna, propagating spurious emission that can broadcast 
over a distance. These emissions can induce voltages, currents or crosstalk on 
adjacent cables, which is potentially dangerous to equipment and personnel [65]. 
The risk of automated processes breaking down is very likely. Because of these 
negative effects, harmonics are a nuisance to the user and the designer as well, 
so they should be kept to a minimum.
1.1 Square Wave Inverter
A square waveform is composed of a fundamental component plus an 
infinite number of odd harmonic multiples. These harmonic multiples are high in 
amplitude and are close to the fundamental component. They are always 
present at the output of the inverter and would create EMI (Electromagnetic 
Interference) problems to other systems and contribute to the distortion of the 
inverter output voltage. Some of the undesirable effects harmonic currents have 
in the distribution system are heating of magnetic devices, parasitic ground 
currents, higher energy costs, failure of power factor correction capacitors, high 
frequency fields that can introduce interference into telephone lines and corrupt 
data in adjacent data lines, stray magnetic fields, and also the triplen harmonics
3that produce higher than expected neutral current [91], The presence of the third 
and fifth harmonics alone can contribute more than thirty percent to the THD 
(Total Harmonic Distortion). What makes it worse is the existence of the third 
and fifth harmonics in the vicinity of the fundamental component ( fi). Therefore 
for the square wave voltage waveform to be of practical use, it has to go through 
an elaborate multistage filtering to produce a pure sinusoidal output voltage [2]. 
The filtering tasks required of these filters are complicated, expensive and 
contribute to the overall size and cost of the inverter.
Chapter two presents an analysis of the square wave inverter. Before the 
availability of power switching devices, the first-generation inverters generated 
sine waves by first generating square waves followed by a massive multi-stage 
low-pass filtering (harmonic traps) to recover the fundamental frequency 
component [2]. A harmonic trap is a tuned low-pass filter that gives near infinite 
attenuation at a designed trap frequency [85]. In a quasi sine wave inverter the 
third harmonic is absent, however the fifth and subsequent harmonics still require 
laborious filtering as in the square wave case.
1.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
Researchers have long been looking for cost effective ways to control 
harmonics. In recent years, advancements in power semiconductors and 
microprocessor technologies and the use of Digital Signal Processors (DSP) in 
motor control have revolutionized dramatically the technique of harmonic control. 
The availability of the high speed switching devices such as MOSFETs, IGBTs 
and SCRs has made high switching frequency PWM and selective switching
4harmonic elimination PWM possible. For example, in a typical PWM waveform 
shown in Figure 1.2, switching at angles, a = 23.62° and p = 33.3° generates a 
pulse train in which the third and fifth harmonics (the most difficult to filter due to 
their high content, and their nearness to the fundamental frequency) can be 
eliminated [2]. The elimination of the third and fifth harmonics causes the
Volts
Figure 1.2: A Typical PWM Waveform
amplitude of subsequent higher order harmonics such as seventh and ninth to 
increase. However, these harmonics are far above the fundamental component 
so they can easily be filtered out with a low pass filter. Increasing the number of 
switching angles, a and p increases the number of pulses per cycle, resulting in 
more harmonics being eliminated. However, increasing the number of switching 
angles contributes to higher switching losses and attenuation in the fundamental 
component amplitude. Switching power converters offer the flexibility to regulate 
both the frequency and the magnitude of the fundamental voltage and current
5applied to a motor. Consequently improved efficiency and performance are 
achieved by these motor drives with less generated noises. The switching 
technologies have moved the harmonics to the high side of the frequency spectra 
where the higher order harmonics are easily filtered out with a single, high 
bandwidth low pass filter. This means that fewer components, such as 
capacitors and inductors are needed to implement this filter which contributes to 
lower cost and the size of the inverter.
There is another relatively new PWM technique called the Space Vector 
PWM (SVPWM) method which has become very popular in three-phase motor 
applications [23]. This method of generating three-phase sine waves is based on 
a rotating space vector in the complex plane. The rotating vector at each 
position in the complex plane is approximated by a sequential application of time- 
based space vectors, which generate the necessary PWM pulses to turn on and 
turn off the power transistors.
The power that the inverter uses to drive a motor is controlled by the Pulse 
Width Modulated (PWM) signals applied to the gates of power transistors. The 
PWM signals are a series of pulses with constant frequency but of variable duty 
ratio. In every PWM period there is a single pulse of constant amplitude but the 
pulse's width varies from period to period according to the modulating signal. 
Applying these pulses to the power transistor gate will cause the turn on and turn 
off durations of the power transistor to vary in each switching period.
In Chapter 2 the advantages and disadvantages of square wave switching
technique are analyzed. Chapter 3 presents analysis of the principle of sine
6wave PWM switching technique, which includes selective harmonic elimination 
technique and the implementation of the selective harmonic elimination 
technique using a neural network controller. Chapter 4 presents the famous 
space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) theory in detail, and Chapter 5 
and 6 present a complete experimental setup and analysis of an AC induction 
motor control sub-system using the SVPWM method. In chapters 5 and 6, the 
VisSim™/TI C2000 Rapid Prototyper is used to model an AC Induction Motor 
Control sub-system. The DSP controller (TMS320LF2407 DSK), Digital Motor 
Controller (DMC1500) and VisSim™/TI C2000 rapid prototyper software is put 
together to run a three-phase AC induction motor. Several measurements and 
observations of phase voltages, phase currents, line voltages and the associated 
harmonics are made at the DSP output and the motor input. These experimental 
waveforms are compared with theoretical (VisSim™ & MATLAB™) and real time 
(DSP) waveforms.
CHAPTER 2
SQUARE WAVE INVERTERS
Modulation is the process of turning transistors on and off rapidly so as to 
produce the net effect of an average voltage [86]. For example, if an inverter 
with a bus voltage of V qc is on 50% of the time, then the results would be a 
square wave with an average output voltage of zero. Modulation allows a power 
transistor to control much more power than a linear (unmodulated) power stage. 
This is why almost all industrial servo controllers use modulated power stages 
[86]. The weakness of modulation is the creation of electrical noise caused by 
rapid voltage transitions during switching. This chapter looks at the square wave 
voltage source inverter and its noisy waveform apart from the switching noise. 
The output of the square waveform is analyzed to see what its advantages and 
disadvantages are.
2.1 Square Wave Output
A simple voltage source inverter circuit is shown in Figure 2.1. The 
switches Si and S2 represent the power transistor switches that connect the bus 
voltage to the inverter output. This design essentially consists of switches Si and 
S2, that switch on and off alternately. When St opens then S2 closes and the 
corresponding inveuer output is, Va0 = -^ V DC. When Si closes then S2 opens
and the corresponding inverter output is, Va0 = + iV DC. Alternately closing Si and
7
8Figure 2.1: One-leg Inverter Single-phase Switching Circuit 
S2 fifty percent of the time creates a square waveform. The resulting square 
voltage waveform and its corresponding frequency spectra are shown in Figures 
2.2 and 2.3, respectively. When both switches are closed, Va0 = 0. This situation
(i.e., both switches closed) is called “short through”. Therefore only one switch 
should be closed at any time to get an output.
(Volts) 
iVoc
Figure 2.2: Square Wave
9Vi
Figure 2.3. Square Wave Harmonic Spectra
It was mentioned earlier that a square wave is a waveform that is 
composed of a fundamental frequency component plus an infinite number of odd 
harmonics multiples. From a Fourier series analysis the total output voltage of 
the square wave can be expressed as [87]:
V0(o0t) j  sin(co0t) +1sin(3co0t) +1sin(5co0t) +... (2 . 1)
where the maximum amplitude of the fundamental frequency voltage is [9]:
V,
f\J  \
V DC
71 ^  2
= 1.273 V,DC (2 .2 )
As can be seen from equation (2.2), the square wave inverter has a very 
high level of fundamental frequency component amplitude. However, the square 
wave’s high fundamental frequency component amplitude can be seriously 
distorted by the presence of high content odd harmonic multiples, especially the 
third and fifth harmonic components. The large magnitudes of the third and fifth 
harmonic components, coupled with their closeness to the fundamental
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frequency component, make it difficult to implement a low pass filter. The duty 
ratio of the square wave is fixed so the average output voltage of the square 
wave generator is only controllable by adjusting the DC bus voltage level. The 
advantage is that the square wave switching inverter circuit is simple. Only two 
switchings per period are required to generate the square waveform. This is a 
big saving of switching losses for very high power applications.
The objective of an inverter is to accept a DC source input and generate 
an AC fundamental frequency output, making efficient use of the available DC 
power and create the least harmonics possible. The quality of the AC output 
voltage or current can be described by the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). The 
THD gives the quality of all the non-fundamental frequency components present 
at the output. Assuming no DC component is present at the output voltage, the 
THD for the first three terms in equation (2.1) is.
THD =
I v/Z - J  f
n-2
2
nJ^ MS
V.,RMS 1
41 =>41% (2.3)
In the simplest approach, switching the inverter circuit on and off for an equal 
interval results in a square waveform. This type of inverter has a high harmonic 
distortion (50%) and a low efficiency (60% to 80%). A square wave inverter often 
cannot properly power the electronic equipment and motors tend to run hotter 
[54]. AC induction motors draw a substantial current surge on startup. They 
really prefer sine-waves to square-waves and may overheat on the latter [55].
Square Wave inverters are satisfactorily used for loads which are either 
resistive elements or incandescent lighting but they can be a source of
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overheating and inefficiencies when used to energize transformers and electric 
motors. The harmonic-rich square wave may cause interference or over heating 
of electrical appliances. For example, induction motors are said to be very noisy 
on a square wave powered inverter. Some induction motors may not work at all 
and some seldom develop their full power [53]. It was mentioned the square 
waveform has a high harmonic distortion. However, if switches are turned on 
and off several times in a cycle with variable duty ratios, an improved harmonic 
profile may be achieved [25]. This technique is called Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM). The next section describes how this is done.
CHAPTER 3
SINE WAVE PULSE WIDTH MODULATION (PWM) SWITCHING 
PWM voltage source inverters control the output voltage by varying the 
on-times of the switches controlling the widths of the pulses in the modulating 
time period [56]. By varying the times the pulses are on and transistors are 
conducting, the switching frequency can be increased or decreased. Also, by 
changing the width of the pulses, the average voltage to the motor can also be 
increased or decreased [92]. The basics of PWM techniques are described here. 
The harmonic elimination technique is analyzed and the application of a neural 
network controller in the harmonic elimination technique is reviewed. In general 
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) refers to a method of carrying information on a 
train of pulses; the information being encoded is the width of the pulses. Both 
the output fundamental voltage and frequency are controlled in the inverter by 
Pulse Width Modulation[60]. The sine wave PWM process is a technique of AC 
(fundamental frequency) waveform generation from a DC supply source by 
comparing a modulating signal (the desired sine wave) with a high frequency 
triangular waveform (the carrier wave whose frequency is the switching 
frequency of the inverter). Unlike in the square waveform generation process 
where the pulses’ widths are fixed, the PWM waveform pulse widths are 
continuously changed to produce a desired output. The resulting PWM 
waveform is a high frequency pulse train of constant amplitude and frequency
12
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(period), but with a variable pulse width as a function of time. The width of the 
pulse is controlled by the modulating (desired sine wave) signal's amplitude. The 
sine wave can be generated by varying the width of the pulses. The frequency at 
which the
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Figure 3.1: Pulse Average Value = “Instantaneous Amplitude" 
transistors are turned on and off is called switching frequency. The higher the 
switching frequency the better the reproduction of the desired sine wave [61]. 
Changing the pulse width allows the average voltage output for the duration 
of the pulse to be varied linearly from 0 Volts (pulse width equivalent to 50% duty
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ratio), to either positive (pulse width equivalent to more than 50% duty ratio) or 
negative (pulse width equivalent to less than 50% duty ratio) [59]. This is
Figure 3.2: Pulse Average Value Equals “Instantaneous Amplitude"
For a Maximum Modulation Index
illustrated in Figures 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows the “instantaneous amplitude” 
for a maximum modulation Index.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show a few random switching periods for two modulating 
waveforms of different amplitude. Every switching period generates negative
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and positive pulses of constant amplitude whose average values are equal to the 
average area under the sine wave. The pulse’s width is modulated by the 
modulating waveform’s amplitude. For a switching frequency (fs) of 20KHz the 
switching period (Ts) is 50 psec. Usually Ts is so small compared to the 
modulating waveform’s period OW m) that the average area under the sine wave 
curve can be considered as “instantaneous amplitude”. Therefore the average 
area under the sine wave is its amplitude at every Ts. By integrating the 
“instantaneous amplitudes” using a low pass filter the replica of the modulating 
waveform (desired sine wave) is recovered. In reference [9] the “instantaneous 
amplitude” is termed “instantaneous average”
Thus, the switching pulses create a waveform that contains a replica of 
the modulating (desired) waveform in its low frequency components, with the 
higher frequency components being at frequencies close to the carrier 
(switching) frequency [25]. High frequency harmonics are generated by the fast 
transitions in the waveform, and low frequency harmonics are generated by 
slower changes to the fundamental sine wave [64]. The PWM process does not 
change the RMS value of the AC voltage waveform. It is still equal to the DC bus 
voltage, hence the total harmonic distortion is not affected by the PWM process. 
The harmonic components are merely shifted to the higher frequency range and 
are automatically filtered due to inductances in the AC system [25]. The filtering 
action recovers the fundamental frequency waveform by integrating the area 
under the curve. PWM switching is a special high frequency switching technique 
that eliminates the dominant lower order harmonics of the square waveform
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shown in Figure 2.3, and converts them to higher order harmonics and allows 
control over the inverter average output voltage from within a controller.
3.1 Sine Wave PWM Technique
Figure 3.3 shows a comparator circuit used for generating a PWM pulse 
train [69]. Generation of the desired sine wave output voltage is achieved by 
comparing the modulating signal (desired sine wave) with a high-frequency 
triangular carrier wave. Depending on whether the modulating signal voltage is 
larger or smallerthan the carrier waveform, either the positive or negative DC bus 
voltage is applied at the output. Over one switching time period, the average of 
the positive and negative DC bus voltages applied to the load is proportional to 
the amplitude of the modulating signal (assumed constant) in that period [25].
Figure 3.3: A Simple Comparator Circuit for Generating PWM Pulse Train 
Figure 3.4 elaborates on a classical example of the PWM waveform 
generation technique. It shows the modulating signal (Vref) compared with a high 
frequency triangular wave called the carrier signal (Vc). The duty ratio of the 
PWM waveform is modulated by Vref, which has the desired fundamental 
frequency component (fi) and its amplitude (Vi). Referring to the inverter circuit 
in Figure 3.4, whenever Vref > Vc the comparator produces a pulse. This pulse
17
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Figure 3.4: Sine Wave Pulse Width Modulation and An Inverter Circuit
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will turn Si on and S2 off producing an inverter output of ^VDC, otherwise it will 
turn Si off and S2 on producing an inverter output of — § VDC. This is illustrated in
Figure 3.4. In Figures 3.1 and 3.2, Vref which is the modulating waveform, carries 
in it the magnitude and frequency of the desired fundamental output waveform 
V-i. The switching frequency fs at which the inverter switches is established by 
the frequency of Vc. The amplitude modulation index (ma), the frequency 
modulation index (mf ) and the duty ratio (D) are defined to be
K l
(3.1)
'ref
D = -BL 
Ts
wherein,| is the peak amplitude of the modulating waveform, fref is the desired 
frequency of the modulating waveform, |VC| is the peak amplitude of the carrier
waveform (constant) and ton is the on time of the switch S-\. D, the duty ratio, is 
controlled by both the amplitude and the frequency of the reference modulating 
signal. These relationships are valid for 0<ma<1[9]. Frequency modulation (mf)
is related to the harmonic number. From Figure 3.4 the pulse rate or tho 
switching frequency is defined by
f, (3.2)
1 s
Generally for 0< ma< 1the main harmonic locations of the inverter output voltage
are defined by
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f„ = nm, (3.3)
where n is even or odd integer depending on the value of mf used. The average 
voltage seen by the inverter load is equal to:
Vavg=DVref (3.4)
Reducing ton reduces Vavg. PWM switching also widens the gap between wanted 
and unwanted frequency components, provides nearly a fundamental sinusoid 
wave at the output and allows controllability from within the inverter. 
Disadvantages such as high stresses on switching devices, creation of new 
harmonics and attenuation of the wanted fundamental frequency output are 
some areas that require an in depth research effort [2].
3.2 Fundamental Frequency Component Generation 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the PWM technique further. To understand how the 
PWM waveform is related to the desired fundamental frequency output, consider 
the high frequency triangular waveform Vc with frequency fs and switching time 
period Ts> and a modulating signal VrefWith the frequency fref and modulating time 
period T pwm- As mentioned earlier, if fs» fref then Vref appears to be constant in 
the switching time period Ts. Therefore the average amplitude of the modulating 
signal can be considered to be constant during the “narrow” switching time period 
Ts. It was shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, with this assumption, the average 
voltage applied to the load during the switching period Ts is proportional to the 
amplitude of the modulating signal alone.
V , =(V ) , (3.5)
Therefore the pole voltage (Vao) or the inverter output voltage (shown in Figure
20
Figure 3.5: Pulse Width Modulation Technique
3.4) averaged over one switching time period (Ts) is the fundamental frequency 
component of Vao in that switching time period,
V, = (V avg),avg /out (3.6)
where the average output voltage in that time period can be calculated as
(3.7)
From Figure 3.6, using the principle of similar triangles it can be shown that
k = k = Vref 
Ts t, Vc
(3.8)
Substituting equations (3.7) and (3.8) into equation (3.6), the fundamental
frequency output voltage Vi is expressed as:
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v i =
VDC^ V.
V,
v , <v* ref — v c (3-9)
Figure 3.6: Expression for Duty Ratio
Equation 3.9 is termed as “instantaneous amplitude”. The “instantaneous 
amplitude” is the fundamental frequency component of the pulse (Vao) during the 
switching time period (Ts) [9 ]. The fundamental frequency component V-i is 
shown in dashed line in Figure 3.5. Vref appears to be constant in every 
switching time period (Ts) but its magnitude changes from one cycle to another
depending on where Vc intersects Vref. Therefore the ratio ^r-varies from one Ts
to the next Ts. Thus, the “instantaneous amplitude” value also varies 
accordingly. When the “instantaneous amplitude” of every switching time period 
(Ts) is traced over the entire modulating signal time period (Tpwm) the result is the 
fundamental frequency component output V-i, which is a sinusoidal replica of Vref. 
In Figure 3.5, Vi appears to be lower than Vref because |Vref| < |VC| in this
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example. The ratio of these two quantities controls the pulse width and thus, the 
fundamental frequency component output V-i.
The following discussion shows the relationship between Vref, Vc, Vi and VDC
(source voltage). The modulating waveform (Vref) contains the desired 
fundamental frequency component (Vi). Therefore Vref can be expressed as
Vre, = Vref sintoraft=  \VK. s in ^ t (3.10)
where |Vref| is the peak amplitude of the modulating waveform. Substituting
equation (3.10) into equation (3.9) gives the fundamental frequency component 
as:
W  K \ ( V o c ]  ■ *V1 =1TTTtI - ^ J s,ncOit=ma
f V ^
V DC
v 2 ,
sino^t for ma < 1.0 (3.11)
and the amplitude of the fundamental-frequency component of the output voltage
as:
1|=m3
vrDC for m < 1.0 (3.12)
which is linearly proportional to ma, for ma ^ 1. Therefore the modulation index 
(ma) has absolute control over the average inverter output voltage. The 
switching frequency components (high frequency components) created by sine 
wave PWM process are located as defined by equation (3.3). This means that 
even after the harmonic elimination process, the RMS value of the AC output 
voltage waveform is still the same as the input DC voltage. Therefore the total 
harmonic distortion (THD) is not affected by the PWM process [25]. The PWM 
process simply shifts the harmonic components to a higher end of the frequency
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spectra where they are filtered out.
3.3 Determining Switching Instances 
In this section, the PWM techniques are elaborated further to show how 
the switching instances are determined. Switching instances are determined 
based on the concept of equation (3.5). Consider the arbitrary nth pulse of the 
PWM waveform generated by the intersection of carrier signal (Vc) and 
modulating signal (Vref), as shown in Figure 3.7. The switching pulses that 
control the turn on and the turn off intervals of the transistors in an inverter circuit 
generate an area in each switching period equal to the area under the 
modulating signal bounded by angles 0ieaci and ©trail [4]. The area under the 
modulating signal over the interval <j>c is divided into two equal intervals (|<()c), as
shown by the shaded areas. Similarly the nm pulse is divided over the same 
intervals as shown by the shaded areas. The left-half area (Arefi_) under the 
modulating signal is shaded darker than the right-half area (ArefR). ArefL, with 
Pn and pn ~!<t> as upper and lower limits, corresponds to the left half pulse area,
Apwml- ArefR with pn +^ <j) andpn as upper and lower limits corresponds to the right
half pulse area, Apwmr. Applying the concept in equation in (3.5) that says that 
the average area under the modulating signal (Vref) is equal to the average pulse 
area. Therefore the area under the modulating signal and the pulse area can be 
equated as follows
Aren. = Apwml (3.13)
ArefR = ApWMR (3.14)
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Figure 3.7: An Arbitrary n^ Pulse
The left side area, Arefi.can be represented by the integral
P„
M*.
Vre, sinQ'ie =  Vre( cos Pn +« -cospn
Using the identity
c o s u -c o s v = -2 s in
u +  v
sin
u - v
the equation (3.15) can be written as
Arefl= 2V refsin ( b e ) sin
(
Pn b e )U J 4 )
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
Since sin<t>c is approximately <t>c for very small <j>c, the equation (3.17) reduces to
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Area. =|<t)eVrefsin^pn- ^
Similar equation derived for ArefR is
Arem=|<l>cVrBfsinfpn+ ^
L  V 4
The left half pulse-area is calculated as
ApWML ~ ( 2 O^C )
and the right half pulse area is
ApwMR = (1 )
> c«nL- i f " ant ~ ( 2 ^ DC )
<}»canR-  i r - a nR = GV0C)
2a^unL 2
2a^unR 2
To derive the switching instant of the leading edge of the pulse, let
k v ^ n k - i W i V )  2anL -
^ V 4 ;  L
Solving for anL gives
A = An red n PWML
£U,nL 2
'-nL
II 1 + -^5L-sinl4 L 2 VDC *  4 JJ
A similar derivation for the trailing edge of the pulse gives
A refR ~  ApwLR
<*nR =
<t>C— T 1 + - ^ -ly
2 VDC
sin P-+ T4
The switching angle of the n"1 pulse leading edge is
®lead ~  Pn —  ^n L
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
and the switching angle of the nth pulse trailing edge is
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< W = P n + C C „ R (3.27)
In equations (3.23) and (3.25), anL and anR are not equal, as can be seen from 
Figure 3.7 because this is an asymmetric pulse. In symmetric pulses, the 
positive pulse widths anL and anR ;:re the same[4].
The bipolar PWM switching technique is the same as that illustrated in 
Figure 3.4. It is now elaborated in Figure 3.8. In bipolar PWM switching the 
pulses are positive and negative for the entire cycle of the modulating signal. As 
can be seen from Figure 3.8, the bipolar switching pulses jump between — £VDC
and +^VDC throughout the entire period of the modulating signal. That is, 
whenever Vc > Vrefthe inverter output voltage (pole voltage) is, — |  VDC and 
whenever Vref > Vc the inverter output voltage (pole voltage) is +■§VDC. Figure
3.9 shows the bipolar PWM waveform harmonic spectra. The main harmonics 
are located at integer multiples of the frequency index (mf) with sidebands 
clustered around them. It can be seen from the frequency spectra that the 
bipolar PWM waveform’s fundamental frequency gain is 0.8, which corresponds 
to ma = 0.8, where ma is the amplitude modulation index.
(3.28)
3.4 Bipolar PWM Switching
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Figure 3.8: Sine Wave-Bipolar PWM Switching
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Figure 3.9: Bipolar Harmonics Spectrum
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3.5 Unipolar PWM Switching
In unipolar PWM switching, two complementary bipolar PWM waveforms, 
Vaoi and Vao2, the pole voltages are generated as shown in Figure 3.10. The 
unipolar PWM waveform then is obtained by taking the difference between Vaoi 
and Vao2. It can be seen from the unipolar PWM waveform shown in Figure 3.10 
that the pole voltage pulses are positive for the positive half cycle of the 
modulating signal and negative for the negative half cycle of the modulating 
signal. Two modulating signals, Vreri and Vref2are required to generate 
complementary pole voltages Vaoi and Va02.. Since two modulating signals are 
used for each PWM period, the switching frequency of unipolar PWM switching is 
twice the bipolar PWM switching frequency. In unipolar PWM technique the 
modulating signal is sampled twice that of the bipolar PWM technique. The 
advantage is that doubling the switching frequency helps eliminate the harmonics 
at and around the odd switching frequency index, nrv. This is evident from 
comparing the bipolar and unipolar PWM waveforms’ spectra in Figures 3.9 and 
3.11 [9]. The harmonic clusters around odd mf's have disappeared from the 
unipolar PWM spectra. Flowever, operation at high frequency results in higher 
switching losses and higher switching stresses caused by the circuit parasitics 
(stray inductance, junction capacitance)[66]. In addition, high speed switching 
transistors are costly.
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Figure 3.11: Unipolar Harmonic Spectra
3.6 Higher Frequency Switching Issues 
Figure 3.12 illustrates a typical power loss characteristic across a power 
transistor switch. During switching, the current cannot drop to zero instantly. 
Therefore current decreases gradually and voltage increases with a finite shape. 
Therefore, during commutation the power is not zero. The energy dissipated 
through the junction during commutation is represented by the area under the 
power curve [67]. There is a finite time during the transitions where devices are 
conducting a significant amount of current while a large voltage is applied across 
them. Thus, there is a significant amount of energy dissipation across the 
switches. This energy loss increases with increasing frequency. At high 
frequencies, high dv/dt and di/dt induce voltage and current oscillations in 
parasitic capacitors and inductors during switching transitions. These oscillations 
result in higher peak currents and voltages in the devices and thus the switching 
losses increase [66]. These oscillations also generate EMI noise, which can 
interfere with the operation of other circuits. When a transistor switch is turned
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Figure 3.12: Switching Power Losses
on while having a voltage across it, the energy stored in the parasitic capacitance 
across the switch is dissipated across the switching junction. This loss increases 
with the frequency and is proportional to the square of the voltage across the 
device before turn-on.
3.7 Benefits Of Higher Switching Frequencies 
High switching frequency PWM approximates the desired sinusoidal modulating 
waveform more closely than the lower switching frequencies. Figure 3.13 
compares the quality of the fundamental waveforms produced by low switching 
frequency, high switching frequency and very high switching frequency sine wave 
PWM. At very high switching frequencies (Figure 3.13 (c)) the fundamental 
waveform is smoother. For lower switching frequencies, more distorted 
fundamental waveforms are produced, as indicated by the Figures 3.13 (a) and 
3.13 (b). Ideally at very high switching frequencies, a pure sine wave can be 
produced. When motors are connected to AC drives, they produce audible noise
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if the switching frequency is limited within the audio range frequency (1-3 KHz). 
However, with higher switching frequencies (> 3 KHz) there is less of the 
annoying “whine” that was associated with motors operated by the earlier 
generation of AC drives [68].
Figure 3.13: Low and High Frequency PWM Switching PWM Waveforms
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3.8 Selective Harmonic Elimination PWM 
There is another type of PWM switching technique called the harmonic 
elimination PWM. To implement the PWM techniques discussed in the previous 
section, high switching frequencies are needed. The switching angles are 
determined by the intersecting points of the carrier signal and the modulating 
signal. The result is a series of pulses that contain the fundamental frequency 
component
Figure 3.14: Programmed Harmonic Elimination 
superimposed on the high frequency switching harmonics. The selective 
harmonic elimination method is a low frequency switching technique. In the 
selective harmonic elimination method there is no need for high switching 
frequency carrier signals to determine the switching frequency. This method 
eliminates the need for high switching frequencies by incorporating a set of pre­
calculated switching angles. These switching angles are solved for by using a 
set of Fourier series equations. For example, Figure 3.14 shows a PWM 
waveform with notches formed by some switching angles(ai, Q2...an-i. ). Certain
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harmonics can be eliminated if these switching angles are properly selected 
based on some predetermined calculations. In this case, the waveform in Figure 
3.14 has an odd half-wave symmetry. Therefore only odd harmonics exist [9]. 
The Fourier coefficients of the waveform (with odd-function symmetry) are [10]:
a” = - ^  j f(9,d0 = °
a* Jf(6)sin(k0o)d9 = °
2n
bk = —  Jf(0)sin(k0o)d0 *  0
(3.29)
Using the quarter wave symmetry simplifies the task of evaluating the Fourier 
coefficients and thus bk reduces to
bk = ^ -  |  f(0)sin(k0)d0 for k odd
nl2
2n
bk = ~
71
J(VDC)sin(k0)d0- J(VDC)sin(k0)d0+ }(VDC)sin(k0)de-... + (-1)n |(VDC)sin(k0)d0
b„ =
4(Vdc)
71
“1
“2
“2
|sin(k0)d0- Jsin(k0)d0+ |sin(k0)d0-... + (-1)n Jsin(k0)d0
a 2
= 4(Vpc)r 1-2  costka,) + 2cos(ka2) -  2cos(ka3) + ... + (-1)n2cos(kan )1
7C L J
(3.30)
Therefore, for a voltage waveform with odd and half-wave symmetries and n 
notches per quarter cycle, the Fourier series (V(a)) with peak magnitude of the 
harmonic components, including the fundamental is given by
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V(a)= j r  Vk sink0o
k=odd
V, = — c-) [1 -  2 cos(a1) + 2 cos(a2) -  2 cos(a3) +... + ( - 1)" 2 cos(an)]
V3 = f'i _ 2 cos(3a i) + 2 cos(3a2) -  2 cos(3a3) + ... + (-1)n 2 cos(3an )13tt l j
(3.31)
Vk = ^ ^ DC^ [1 -  2 cos(ka1) + 2 cos(ka2) -  2 cos(ka3) + ... + (-1)" 2 cos(kan)]Ktt
Where Vk is the magnitude of the km harmonic and anis the nth primary switching 
angle. There are several control (harmonic and fundamental components) 
options possible [25]. One of the control options is that n selected harmonics can 
be eliminated. Another control option may be to eliminate n-1 odd harmonics 
and obtain a desired fundamental component amplitude. For instance, to 
eliminate the third and fifth harmonics and to obtain a certain fundamental 
voltage amplitude, three switching angles ai, a2 and 0C3, per quarter-cycle are 
required. From equation (3.31), the three equations needed to solve for the 
switching angles of the notches are:
V, = 4 ( - -c-) [1 -2  cos(a1) + 2 cos(a2) -  2 cos(a3)] = V1max
V3 = [1 -2  cos(3a1) + 2 cos(3a2) -  2 cos(3a3)] = 0 (3.32)
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V5 = ^ ^ £ l[ l - 2 c o s ( 5 a 1) + 2cos(5a2)-2cos(5a3)] = 0
Vi is set to some desired value V imax and V3=Vs=0 because the third and fifth 
harmonics need to be eliminated. To solve for the three switching angles (cm, a 2,
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oi3), the Newton-Raphson method can be applied to equation (3.32) [8].
Figure 3.15 shows the typical notched waveform of one of the phases of a 
three-phase system. This waveform has seven pulses over one fundamental 
period. This corresponds to seven switchings of the inverter in a PWM period. In 
comparison to the square waveform, the switching frequency of the waveform in 
Figure 3.15 is seven times higher. Therefore notching increases the switching
Figure 3.15: Harmonic Elimination and Fundamental Frequency Control 
frequency and thereby lowers the fundamental frequency amplitude. It can be 
shown that the fifth and seventh harmonic elimination (triplen harmonics not 
included) results in a lower available maximum fundamental frequency output 
voltage [12], compared to that of the square wave shown in equation (2.2)
V ^ I.IS S Q V dc) (3.33)
The relationship between notch angle and the percentage of the maximum 
fundamental frequency output voltage amplitude is shown in Figure 3.16 [12]. 
Figure 3.16 serves as a guide for a combination of conduction angles that can be 
used without losing much of the needed fundamental frequency output voltage
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amplitude. This technique eliminates the unwanted lower order harmonics 
without the need for a very high speed switching. Here the switches are 
switched at a lower speed. As many harmonics as needed can be eliminated by 
this method. However to implement this, VLSI circuits and microcontrollers are 
required [9]. The calculations required to determine the switching angles are
Percentage of mudmum fundamental voltage
Figure 3.16: Relationship Between Notch Angle and Percentage of Maximum Fundamental Voltage 
very involved and it is difficult to implement the harmonic elimination PWM online 
because of computation power and memory requirements. The programmed 
harmonic elimination technique combines both square-wave switching and PWM 
techniques to control the output voltage and eliminate a selected set of 
harmonics. The next section discusses how this concept is implemented using a 
neural network controller.
3.9 Optimal PWM-Sigmoid And Piecewise Artificial Neural Network 
This technique utilizes an Artificial Neural Network controller to remove the 
selected harmonics and control the fundamental frequency ,o ut voltage of a
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three-phase inverter. Figure 3.17 shows the overall structure of the inverter. The
Figure 3.17: The Overall Structure of Neural Network Powered Inverter 
use of nonlinear (sigmoid) and piecewise-linear neuron characteristic transfer 
functions is compared. Figure 3.18 shows the PWM waveform for selective 
harmonic elimination. In Figure 3.18, the switching angles ai, a2, a3 and 04 per 
quarter cycle of the fundamental frequency output can be adjusted to eliminate 
lower order harmonics. This scheme allows the chosen harmonics in the PWM 
waveform to be removed with the lowest possible number of switching actions
Vi
I
Figure 3.18: PWM Waveform for Selective Harmonic Elimination 
[1]. As mentioned before, the magnitude of harmonics for a PWM waveform
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with odd and half wave symmetries, and n switching actions per quarter cycle of 
fundamental frequency is given by equation (3.34), which is the same as 
equation (3.31).
hi = 4Ytc(1 -  2cos(ai) + 2 c o s ( cx2) -  2cos(a3) + ... + (-1)n2cos(an)) 
hs = (1 -  2cos(3ai) + 2cos(3a2) -  2cos(3a3) +... + (-1)n2cos(3an))
(3.34)
hk = 4ysc 
k:i
Optimization of the output signal depends on the value of hi (the desired 
fundamental output voltage) which may change and the required a’s and p’s 
need to be recalculated on line. New values of hi need to be solved. Since hi is 
nonlinear, an iterative solution method is required. This requires a fast 
processor, which has a direct effect on implementation and cost. Usually several 
values of the modulation index (M = h-i/Voc) are tabulated and referenced. A 
feed-forward neural network uses the M as input values to produce a set of 
primary switching angles (a’s) as shown in figure 3.17. The neural network uses 
one input neuron M and n output neurons (the switching angles). The neurons 
have sigmoid characteristics and bias. Equation (3.34) can be solved by 
Newton-Raphson method off-line for over one hundred values of M [1]. The 
values of M act as the training set for the network. To ensure convergence, the 
value of an obtained for each M input is fed back as an initial guess for the next M 
input. Using this method, the off-line solution of equation (3.34) is easy and there 
is no need to use complicated techniques like the Walsh function method [1],
(1 -  2cos(kai) + 2cos(ka2) -  2cos(ka3) +... + (-1)n2cos(kan))
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Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the harmonic spectra for M=0.5 and M=1. Selected 
non-triplen harmonics are completely eliminated and the fundamental gain is 
linearly proportional to M. Hardware implementation using the sigmoid transfer
Harmonic Nurrber
Figure 3.19: Neutral Network Frequency Spectra for M=0.5 Using Sigmoid Transfer Function 
function is difficult and costly, because it requires expensive processors and 
circuit boards. Therefore, sequential processors can be used to emulate the 
neural network. The sigmoid neuron transfer function requires a time consuming 
calculation involving the exponential function and division for each neuron and 
the sequential processors are not powerful enough to handle that. Therefore 
the nonlinear sigmoid transfer function is replaced with piecewise-linear 
neuron transfer function. When the piecewise-linear neuron transfer
Figure 3.20: Frequency Spectra when M=1, Using Sigmoid Neuron Characteristics Transfer 
Function for the Artificial Neutral Network Controller
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function is used for the neurons with the same weight for the links as in the case 
of the nonlinear sigmoid neuron transfer function, the a’s do not differ much from 
the previous ones. However the output voltage harmonics are very sensitive to 
the slight variation of the a’s, therefore large magnitude harmonics are present at 
the output, as shown in Figure 3.21. To solve this problem the piecewise-linear 
characteristics for
Figure 3.21: Neural Network Frequency Spectra for M=1 Using Piecewise-linear Transfer Function 
neurons is used to train the network. The weights of the previous network (with 
nonlinear neurons) are used as a starting point and the back propagation method
«
Figure 3.22: Neural Network Frequency Spectra for M=1 Using Piecewise-linear Transfer 
Function (containing piecewise-linear characteristics for neurons)
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ripple [1]. The neural network controller successfully controls the fundamental 
magnitude of the output and removes the selected harmonics.
CHAPTER 4
SPACE VECTOR PULSE WIDTH MODULATION (SVPWM)
In this chapter the space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) 
technique is presented. Starting from the definition of space vectors, it is 
illustrated how space vectors are constructed from a three-phase inverter state. 
For a three-phase inverter, there are eight possible inverter states that can 
generate eight space vectors. It is shown how these space vectors are 
combined to approximate a rotating vector in real-time. The rotating vector is a 
real-time space vector that rotates in the complex plane. This rotating vector is 
also called the reference vector and represents a three-phase sinusoidal set.
The successful application of space vectors requires pre-calculated duty ratios. 
The duty ratios coupled with a sequential application of the space vectors result 
in three-phase PWM waveforms. Full mathematical derivation is presented to 
determine the space vector duty ratios. MATLAB™ simulation are used to verify 
the duty ratios and the line voltage waveforms. The multi-phase space vector 
inverter is analyzed and compared with the three phase inverter. The theory of a 
sensorless three-phase AC motor drive with closed-loop speed control is 
discussed to illustrate the slip compensation technique using both sensored and 
sensorless control.
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4.1 Resultant Voltage Vector
/
/
c
Figure 4.1: Construction of Resultant “Voltage Vector” From a Three-phase
Voltage Set
For a three-phase system shown in Figure 4.1 the resultant “voltage 
vector” Vabc(t) at snapshot 1 can be constructed using the equation
Vabc(t) = Va(t)+Vb(t) + Vc(t) (4.1)
where
V-(t) = V.(t) 
Vb(t) = Vb(t)e'120’ 
Vc(t) = Vc(t)ei24ff
(4.2)
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where Va(t),Vb(t)andVc(t) are called the phase components. Combining 
equations (4.1) and (4.2), the resultant “voltage vector” can be written as
Vabc(t) -  Va(t) +Vb(t)ei120° + Vc(t)ei240° (4.3)
4.2 Space Vector Theory
Given a three-phase balanced voltage set as shown in Figure 4.1 the 
phase components Va(t), Vb(t) and Vc(t) at any point sum up to zero [21].
Va(t)+Vb(t) + Vc(t) = 0 (4.4)
The space vector V is then defined to be
V s|Vat>c(t) = f[V a(t) +Vb(t)ej12° + Vc(t)ei240=] (4.5)
The construction of the space vector is illustrated in Figure 4.2. From above it 
should be noted that the space vectors are defined as the sum of their phase 
components multiplied by their respective phase-axis orientation [23]. The result 
of this definition is equation (4.5). At any particular instance of time, the phase 
components Va(t), Vb(t) and Vc(t) may have different amplitudes, are spatially 
separated by 120° and may differ in sign. The magnitude of a phase component 
is a function of time and is proportional to its physical length, as shown by the 
snapshot in Figure 4.1. The phase components signs correspond to the 
directions they are pointing, up or down, along the time line. In this case Va(t) 
and Vb(t) are positive because they are pointing upward, and Vc(t) is negative 
because it is pointing downward. At any point in time, they should add up to 
zero. At a different point in time, a unique set of phase components combine to 
produce a new space vector. Figure 4.3 illustrates the direct transformation,
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Figure 4.2: Construction of Resultant Space Vector Using Reverse Vector Transformation 
which is the orthogonal projection of the voltage vector Vabc(t) onto the 
imaginary-p and the real-a axes *n the complex plane. This direct transformation
P
Figure 4.3: Direct Transformation
is called the three-phase to two-phase transformation [18]. Using the direct 
transformation, the voltage vector V abc(t) can be written in the complex plane as
Vabc(t) = Va + jVp (4.6)
The opposite of direct transformation is the reverse vector transformation
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illustrated in Figure 4.2. The reverse vector transformation can be achieved by 
projecting §Vabc(t) onto the three axes [22]. Combining equations (4.5) and 
(4.6), the sp'xe vector can be related to the complex plane as
V = §V ,*(t) = f (V. + JV») = | [V , ( t )+  aV„(t) + a2Vc(t)] (4.7)
where a = ej12tr and a2 = ej240°.
4.3 Introduction To Space Vector Modulation (SVPWM)
Figure 4.4: Three-phase Inverter with Star Connected Load 
A three-phase inverter with the star connected load is sho\ /n in Figure 4.4. 
Vao. Vbo and Vco are the inverter output voltages with respect to the return terminal 
of the DC source voltage marked “0”. These voltages are termed as pole 
voltages or inverter phase voltages. Van, Vbn and Vcn are the load phase 
voltages, the inverter output voltages with respect to the floating terminal star- 
point, n. The difference between any two phase voltages are the line voltages 
Vab. Vbc and Vca- The three-phase SVPWM refers the PWM technique based on 
the fact that a three-phase quantity could be represented in real-time by a single
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vector. During each PWM period, this vector is approximated by using the six 
power switches’ commutation sequences. A typical PWM duty ratio can be pre­
calculated relating to the requirements of a specific application such as the 
minimization of particular harmonics. The resulting PWM pattern is then 
periodically applied to the upper and lower switches (S-i, S2, S3, S4, S5 S6) of the 
three-phase power inverter shown in Figure 4.4. Each switching circuit 
configuration generates three independent pole voltages, Vao, Vbo and Vc0. The 
two possible values of pole voltages that can be produced are — |V DCand 
+ 2Vdc- For example, when switches Si, S4 and S5 are closed each time, the 
corresponding pole voltages are:
V ao =  2 V 0C
Vb0 = -i-V DC (4.8)
V  = J-Vv c0 2 V DC
This is one of the eight circuit configurations called operating states of the 
inverter or inverter states. On each inverter leg, when one switch is closed then 
the other switch must be opened. No two switches on the same leg should be 
closed or opened at the same time. When the upper switch is closed on a 
particular leg, this situation is denoted by a “1” and if it is open then it is denoted 
as a “0”. Using this notation, the inverter state in equation (4.8) can be 
represented by the notation (101) and the corresponding space vector is denoted 
as V101 or Vs. There are altogether eight (23) possible inverter states. All the 
possible pole voltages created by the eight inverter states can be transformed 
into eight corresponding space vectors by plugging in the pole voltage values of
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Figure 4.5: Switching States, Pole Voltages and Corresponding Space Vectors
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each inverter state into equation (4.5). The resultant eight space vectors are 
denoted as Vooo,Vioo,Viio,Voio,Voh,Vooi,Vioi,Viii or Vo,Vi,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6.V7 All 
the inverter states and space vectors are shown in Figure 4.5. Vo and V? are 
the null-state vectors; they apply zero voltages. V i,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6 are the 
active-state vectors that apply non-zero voltages. Figure 4.6 shows all the eight
P A
Figure 4.6: Space Vector and Rotating Reference Vector 
space vectors plotted on the complex plane. The space vectors take six distinct 
angles as commanded by the inverter state, forming a hexagon with the null 
vectors ( Vo and \ h ) at the center of the hexagon. The hexagon represents the 
range of all realizable space vectors [17] . It will be shown in later sections that 
using the space vector modulation process it is possible to realize any arbitrary
desired space vector Vref that lays within each sector.
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4.4 Six-step Mode
The maximum fundamental phase voltage (line-to-neutral voltage) that 
may he produced by the three-phase inverter for a given DC link voltage (DC bus 
voltage) occurs under the six-step operation[17]. The six-step operation can be 
achieved if the space vectors are applied in a certain sequence. For example, if 
the space vectors are applied in the sequence Va.Vi.Ve, Vs, V4, Va, the result wili 
be a six-step line-to-neutral voltage waveform. The following discussion shows 
the circuit analysis to obtain a six-step voltage waveform The circuit in Figure 4.7 
shows one of the eight inverter states and its equivalent circuit schematic. This 
inverter state corresponds to the space vector Vi (V 100) in sector 1.
Figure 4.7: Star-Connected Load Step Voltage for Inverter State 100 (space vector Vi) 
Assuming this is a balanced load system then the load phase impedance is
Za = Zb = Zc = Z (4.9)
and the equivalent impedance of the parallel loads Zband Zc is
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Z
2
(4.10)
Using the voltage divider, the load phase voltages Van, Vbnand Vcn are:
V = —
an za + zbc
v = V =vbn vcn
(V DC) = — j (vdc) = z. - ^ ( vdc) = ± v1
z +
'D C
(4.11)
V ( - V c^) = — b ( V°c) = 4 4 ( V o c )  = “  VocZ.+Z.0 z+ 2 3Z
If similar calculations are carried out for the remaining five active-state space 
vectors in the other sectors for Van, a six-step waveform for Van would look like
the waveform shown in Figure 4.8 (c). The six-step mode waveform is the result 
of six switching transitions per PWM period and is why this switching scheme is 
called the six-step operation. Switching frequency harmonics are on the order of 
n = 6k ± 1 for k = 1,2,3,...[14]. The third and multiples of the third (triplens) and 
even harmonics do not exist. For a circuit system with a floating neutral point 
and an input voltage source (VDc), the Fourier series of the line-to-neutral voltage 
(\Zl-n(*)) waveform and its Fourier coefficient (VnL_N) are expressed as:
Vn.L-N(t) = X Vni-NSin(nco0t)
A o< o 2 +cos (  tO ' 2nV|
rui l  3 j
VAJO I 1
, 3 JJ
forn = 1,5,7,11,13...
(4.12)
The Fourier series of the line voltage (VL_L(t)) waveform and its Fourier 
coefficient (VnL_L) are expressed as [14]:
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sequen ce 1 2 3 4 5 6
inverter state 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
sp a ce  vector V 2 V i V e v 5 V 4 v 3
V.ao
'bO
2
%s.
2
J fc ..
2
V ^V CO 2
Vpc
Vpc
2
V,ab
v„
(a) Three-phase Pole Voltage Waveforms
(b) lin e  Voltage Waveform
^Van (fundamental)
, Van (six-step voltage waveform)
(c) Load Phase Waveform (six-step)
Figure 4.8: Six-step and Fundamental Voltage Waveform on Van
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VL-L(t ) = Z Vn.L-LSin(n®0t)
Vn,L-L =
4VrDC
C O S
r>7i v °  y
for n = 1,5,7,11,13...
The maximum realizable fundamental line-to-neutral voltage can be generated 
under the six-step operation. This maximum realizable fundamental line-to- 
neutral voltage is the determining factor of a three-phase inverter capability. The 
maximum fundamental and step voltage amplitudes that can be produced under 
six-step mode are -£VDCand jV DC, respectively. These values can be used to
determine the voltage utilization capability of various three-phase inverters such 
as the SVPWM and sine wave PWM. Each step in the waveform represents one 
inverter state and all the six active-states are used in the six-step mode; within 
one PWM period. The null-state space vectors are not used in this mode. In this 
mode the SVPWM is created by generating (within the PWM switching time 
period (Tpwm)) a sequence of different inverter states, which correspond to the 
six-step voltage waveform.
4.5 Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) Technique 
The idea of SVPWM is to generate appropriate space vectors so that any
desired vector Vref can be approximated within a fundamental period (PWM 
period in all sectors). Consider Vref located in sector 1 of the hexagon shown in 
Figure 4.6. To approximate Vref, the space vectors (Vo,Vi,V2,V7) are applied in
the sequence shown in Figure 4.9. Applying these space vectors in this 
sequence ensures that the transition from one state to the next is performed by
switching only one inverter leg [17]. Vref can be approximated in a sampling
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Sequence: 0 ----->1-----> 2 -----> 7 -----> 2 -----> 1 ----->0
State: null active active null active active null
Figure 4.9: Space Vector Sequence in Sector 1
period (Pulse Width Modulation Period in sector 1) by applying Vo for a time
period To, Vi for a time period T-i, V2 for a time period T2 and V7 for a time 
period T7 such that [17]
Vref ,Tpwm = Vo.T0 + Vi.T, + V2.T2 + V7.T7 (4.13)
The sequence consists of four space vectors, two of which are the zero-state 
space vectors. Figure 4.10 illustrates the reference vector (V r6f ) approximation 
process by the projections of Vref onto the adjacent space vectors, Vi and V2. 
These projections ofVref help to determine time scaled adjacent space vectors
Figure 4.10: Projections of Rotating Vector onto the Adjacent Space Vectors in Sector 1 
T, Vi andT1V2 needed to approximate Vref. By averaging these projections (^ V i 
a n d T ^ ) and equating the result to the time averaged reference vector 
(TpwMVref) allows one to determine the space vectors (Vi and V2) on-times, T-i
and T2. The null vectors’( Vo and V7), on-times T0 and T7 can be determined 
from [17]
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Tpwm T0 + T1+T2+ T7
Tnu„=T0 +T7 (4.14)
T =T = J-T'0  '7 2 'null
When the reference voltage (Vref)and the sampling period (TPWM-the period
whenVref is sampled ) are known, it is possible to determine Ti, T2and Tnuii [17]. 
SVPWM is a technique of sinusoidal voltage generation, based on the
space vector PWM. This objective is achieved if the Vref is approximated 
instantaneously by a combination of inverter states which correspond to space 
vectors [21]. It was shown in Figure 4.10 that Vref in sector 1 can be 
approximated by a sequence of time-based space vectors in a sampling period 
(the period when Vref is sampled). In the same way, Vref in other sectors can be 
approximated by other appropriate application of space vectors. When the 
approximation of the Vref is done in all sectors, assuming that it is desired to 
produce a balanced three-phase sinusoid voltages, then the resultant Vref locus is 
a circle [17]. Therefore, a balanced set of three-phase voltages can be 
represented by a rotating reference vector (Vref) of constant magnitude equal to 
the average value of the combined three-phase voltages, which rotates with an 
angular velocity of ©ref (ooref = 2nfref). The reference vector in the complex plane 
then can be expressed as
Vref = Vref Vref (coscoreft +jsincoreft) (4.15)
and the projections of Vref on the real and imaginary axis is illustrated in Figure 
4.11. With the assumption that the sampling period (sampling Vref) is sufficiently
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Figure 4.11: Projections of the Rotating Vector in the Complex Plane 
small, the average value of the reference space vector (Vref,avg) can be 
considered to be approximately constant during this period [17]. The space 
vector modulation technique is based on the fact that every vector (Vref) inside 
each sector of the hexagon can be expressed as a weighted combination of one 
or more space vectors. Therefore the required Vref in sector 1 can be attained 
by toggling among these four space vectors(Vo,Vi,V2,V7). The key to the space 
vector modulation is to determine the on-time durations for each of the inverter 
states or of the space vectors. These times may be calculated by setting the
desired average voltage ( V ref,avg )  equal to the average of the combination of 
applied voltages, which are the time averaged space vectors or the inverter 
states. If the number of sectors is denoted by n then Vn and Vn+i are the two 
adjacent space vectors with on-times Tn and Tn+1. T0 and T7 are the total on-
times of the null-state space vectors. Assume Vref to be the desired space 
vector in sector n. Then the on-times for each state (how long to apply each 
space vector) can be calculated from the following relation [17],
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V  ref.avg — ( Vo + Vn + V  n+1 + V 7 ) (4.16)' 'avg
Equation (4.16) states that within each approximating period (Tpwm), the space 
vectors, Vo,Vn,Vn+i and V 7 achieve the same average voltage as the
approximated reference vector Vr6f . The sequence of application of the space
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Figure 4.12: PWM Output Signal When the Reference Vector is Sampled in Sector 1 
vectors shown in Figure 4.9 is elaborated in Figure 4.12 for n=1. It shows the 
sequence and time period of each of the space vectors applied. The next 
section will discuss details involved in obtaining the on-times of the active state 
space vectors.
4.6 Determination of On-times
As mentioned in the last section, the objective of the SVPWM technique is 
to approximate Vref (rotating vector) by applying a combination of time averaged 
space vectors (inverter states) [27], To achieve this, for a small sampling time 
period (Vref approximating period), we let the time averaged inverter output
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voltage be equal to the time averaged reference vector ( Vref,avg). Note that the 
PWM signals in Figure 4.12 are symmetric, thus the on-times are same for the 
left half and right half of a symmetric PWM signal. Hence, it is sufficient to 
consider the equation for only one half of the PWM period to determine the on- 
times of space vectors. Thus, considering the left half of the PWM signal in 
Figure 4.12, equation (4.16) can be expanded as
A _  A
J v - d t - —
O ' DIAM4 n 0 * 0 '
2
2 ■ PWM 0 2 1 PWM
.Itt+T 
2  '  *n S+Tn+Tnt1_
J V o d t  +  J  V n d t  +  j  V n+idt +  J  V 7 dt
2 *+tb ^Tn+Tn+1
(4.17)
From Figure 4.11, the inverter state 000 (Vo) and 111 (V7) apply zero voltage 
across the load, thus
la  tpwm
2fVo dt = )  V7dt=0 (4.18)
o Ja+T +T2 + *n+ 'n+1
With the assumption that the sampling period (period when the space vectors are 
applied in sequence to approximate Vref) is very small and the change in Vref in 
this “narrow” interval is negligible and the fact that V n and V n+i are constant 
vectors, equation (4.17) reduces to
V „  = -— T [Vn.T. + Vn+1.Tnt1l  => = Vn.Tn + Vn.1.Tn+1 (4.19)
The null-state on-times for half the PWM period can be calculated from the fact 
that
l T” + i T 7 = l Tpw“ " (T” +T”*’ ) <4-20)
Next, as shown earlier in Figure 4.5, the six active-state space vectors can be
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expressed compactly as
V -  _  \ /  cj(n_1)6°
Vn ~ 3 Vdc6
where n varies from 1 to 6. From Figure 4.11 Vref can be expressed as
(4.21)
Vref = Vref |e*<°m,t = Va + jVp (4.22)
Inserting equation (4.21) and equation (4.22) into equation (4.19) gives
(VB + jVp)4sp. = ^ V DCei(n-1)60T„ +4Vnrei<n+1_1)60’X'DC^ n+1
V„TC
+ J-
V T. Vo  I d
ol^ p w m  ^  i - ’ l 'P W M  = 2 Vocrcos^ n _ 1)60°) + jsin((n-1)60°)lT n
O L- -4
(4.23)
+ —  VDC |^cos(n60°) +jsin(n60°)]' n+1
Separating the real and imaginary parts and equating the corresponding terms 
from both sides, the above equation can be expressed in matrix form as
( X I T 2
K j 2 ”  3 DC
cos[(n-1)60°] cos(n60°) 
sin ["(n -1)60°] sin(n60°) *n+1_
(4.24)
The Inverse of equation (4.24) gives the expressions for the active-state on-times 
Tnand Tn+1
r t  “I fc-r r e i n r n f i m  - r n s f n f i f n  i T v l
(4.25)r Ti i _ V3Tpwm si (n60°) -co ( 60°) I X ]
LTn+J 2Vdc -sin[(n-1)60°] cos [ ( n - 1)60°] KJ
Substituting the reference vector components
V a  = | V r e f | C O S C O reft
Vp =|Vref|sincoreft
(4.26)
into equation (4.25) gives the on-times in terms of the amplitude of the desired
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vector Vref
r T n 1 M Vref sin(n60°) -cos(n60°) coscoreft"
LX1+1J
I
ivo o< O
I-----1
0OCOT—Ic
I__
1
c■«1
___
1 cos[(n-1)60°] _sincoreft
(4.27)
where
“ reft = ©ref =
O '. ,
(4.28)
is the angle of the rotating vector. The inverter states are usually organized such 
that only one inverter leg is switched in order to toggle from one state to another 
state. This is achieved if one PWM cycle (PWM time period) begins with a null- 
state space vector and ends with another null-state space vector. For example in 
sector 1 of the hexagon in Figure 4.6 the state sequence could be space vectors
in the order V0V1V 2V7V2V1V0 and in sector 2 it could be of the order
V0V3V 2V7V2V3V0. It should be noted that in the odd sectors the active-state 
sequence is in ascending-descending order whereas in the even sectors it is in 
descending-ascending order. The number of commutations per cycle will be 
minimum if in the odd sectors the active state-sequence is an ascending- 
descending order as follows 
Vo — ►  Vn — > Vn+1 —> V7 — ►  Vn+1 — > Vn —►  Vo
and in the even sectors it is a descending-ascending order as follows
Vo —►  Vn+1 — > Vn — ►  V 7 —  ^Vn — > Vn+1 — ►  Vo
Applying the space vectors in the above fashion ensures that only one 
commutation is needed when the inverter changes state. As can be seen from
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Figure 4.13 there is only three commutations during each of the ^TPWM period 
[24]. During the first |T PWM period, the inverter state sequence is 000, 100, 110, 
111. For example if the space vector (Vi -> V2) sequence in Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.13: Symmetrical PWM Signals and Commutations Per PWM Period in Sector 1 
were switched (V2 -» V i)  during the first ^TPWM period, then the corresponding 
inverter state sequence would be 000, 110, 100, 111. With this choice, the 
inverter state sequence requires five commutation per -|TPWM period. Thus, the
previous strategy (three commutation per -|TPWM period) minimizes the number of
switching needed (reduce switching frequency) to approximate Vref in a PWM 
period (Tpwm) [17]. Therefore, this choice of switching minimizes the current 
ripple’s amplitude at the output [22]. To find the expressions for the active state 
on times in sector 1, T1 and T2 can be evaluated by substituting n=1 in equation 
(4.27).
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r Tn i ^TpWM Vref
lX i+i J 2Vdc
■'/^ TpWM Vref
2Vdc
sin(n60°) -cos(n60°) coscoreft
sincoreft_-sin [(n-1)60°] cos [(n -1)60°]
sin(n60°)coscoreft -  cos(n60°)sin(oreft
Using the identities sin(x - y) = sinxcosy - cosxsiny and sin(x + y) = sinxcosy + cosxsiny
r T i " ^^PWM Vref sin(n60° -coreft)
LTn+i . 2Vdc sin [ ( n - 1)60° + core)‘ L
r t , i "^CpWM Vref sin(60°-coreft)
“
2Vdc
i—
 
CO f 3
* 1 is O
o + S s d
[ T l1 ^PWM
V«f sin(60° -  ©reft
Lt J 2V0C sincoreft
(4.29)
Therefore the average pole voltages over one PWM period can be calculated 
from the PWM waveforms of Figure 4.13
Va0(coreft) = + T, + T2 + T7 + T2 + T, - \ )
Vb0(coraft) = ( _ i  -  Tl + T2 + T7 + T2 + T, -  i )  (4.30)
Vc0K ft) -  i f c  l - i  -  Ti -  Ta + T7 -  Ta -  T, -  i )
As shown in equation (4.14),Tnull = T0 + T7. The total null-state time is divided
equally between T0 and T7. Therefore substituting ^-=^Tnuli, T7 =£Tnul and
substituting for Ti and T2 obtained from equation (4.29) gives
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V ^ o w O - l f c r U ^  + ^ i l s i n ( 6 0 -  -careft) + ^ = ! s i n o raft +
i ^ + ^ ^ s i n c ^ t  + ^ P s i n ( 6 0 ‘ -  o J O ^ & Z )
V3TP
VM( « W » ) - i & ( ^ r - ^ # l s i n ( 6 0 -  - » reft ) + ^ sincoreft +
■'/3TpWM|Vref| .
^ r + ' ~ ; 7 ' - ' sin <D.,t
^TPWM|Vref|
sin(60" -o>„ft ) ^ K ^ )  
V c o (^ t )  = i f e ( p ^ - ^ ^ s i n ( 6 0 - - < B(. , t ) - ^ = l s i n < Breft + 
H - ^ ^ s i n o , , , ft - f ^ s i n ( 6 0 - - fflrert ) ^ : )  
Simplifying the algebra reduces the above equations to
(4.31)
Vao(“ reft) = ^ T^Sin(C0r6ft + 60“ )
Vbo(coreft) = %isin(coreft - 6 0 “) 
Vc0(o>reft) = sin(coreft + 60“)
(4.32)
A MATLAB™ plot of the three-phase pole voltages (duty ratios) for 0“ < cot < 360° 
is shown in Figure 4.14. The horizontal axis represents the six intervals 
corresponding to six sectors of the hexagon of Figure 4.6. The inverter line 
voltages are obtained as follows:
V a b f a r e f t )  = V a o K ef t )  ~ Vb0(<Dreft) = |\7 re f |sin(tOreft + 60° ) 
Vbc(o)reft) = Vab(coreft-1 2 0 “) (4.33)
VCa(®reft) = Vab(coreft-2 4 0 “)
where 0 < coreft < 360“ . The MATLAB™ plot of the inverter line-to-line voltages is
shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.14:Pole Voltages (Duty Ratio) MATLAB™ Piot
Figure 4.15: Line Voltages MATLAB™ Piot 
4 .7  In v e rte r E ffic ie n cy
Figure 4.16 illustrates the space vector hexagon with two concentric 
circles. The smaller circle’s radius represents the sine wave PWM maximum 
achievable reference vector magnitude and the larger circle’s radius represents 
the SVPWM maximum achievable reference vector magnitude. In a sine wave 
PWM the maximum magnitude of the reference vector is inside of a circle
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with a radius of [20]
V„ (4.34)
In SVPWM it was shown that the length of each space vector is § VDC. In steady 
state operation the reference vector magnitude is constant and causes the
SVPWM reference vector locus to form a circle with a radius equal to Vref
inscribed within the hexagon. The reference vector traces a circular path in the 
complex plane with an angular velocity coref. Each side of the hexagon’s midpoint
Figure 4.16: Locus of SVPWM vs Locus of Sine Wave PWM 
is tangential to the largest circle inscribed in the hexagon. Thus, the largest 
possible magnitude of reference voltage can be determined from Figure 4.16 as
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follows.
C O S 0 ref =
OC
Vref
OB
V
Vref
V'
cos 30° =-?VDCcos30° = 4 - V n
(4.35)
3 yfe VDC
It was noted that the maximum realizable fundamental line-to-neutral 
voltagewaveform can be generated under the six-step operation. However, this 
switching strategy is accompanied by a significantly low frequency distortion. 
From Fourier analysis of equation (4.12) the fundamental frequency voltage 
amplitude of the six-step waveform is:
V.max sixtep =V,,L-N (1)7C l W 3 J  n
2V,DC
IX
(4.36)
Therefore the sine wave inverter efficiency compared to the inverter capability in 
a six-step operation (the maximum fundamental voltage that a three-phase 
inverter can produce) is:
Efficiency = V„
Voc 
_ 2
V .. 2VDCmax s ix te p __ yk.
X100% = 78.5% (4.37)
In general, if the SVPVVM process requires generating balanced three-phase line 
voltages of magnitude Vref and frequency coref given by [17]:
V a b K e f t )  =  |Vref|sin(cOreft)
Vbc(coreft) = |v ref|sin(coreft-1 2 0 ”) 
Vca((Breft)=  Vref jsin(coreft - 240°)
(4.38)
then the corresponding rotating vector can be expressed as:
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Vref = Vref V ref | (cos ©reft + j sin (oreft) (4.39)
The modulation index is defined as the ratio of the desired peak fundamental 
frequency magnitude to the highest fundamental frequency output voltage 
possible in the six step mode (inverter capability)
m = —  
a V.
Vref Vref n Vref
max sixstep 2VrDC 2 V
(4.40)
DC
n
By inserting values for the definition of modulation index into equation (4.40), the 
corresponding maximum modulation index is
1
m
Vref
max _ V 3 V°C 71
a,max
V max,sixstep V
71
DC
2V3
= 0.906 (4.41)
Therefore the maximum peak fundamental magnitude that may be achieved with 
the SVPWM technique is 90.6% of the inverter capability compared to sine wave 
PWM which is 78.5% efficient. The percentage increase in the inverter 
fundamental frequency output voltage of the SVPWM technique compared to the 
sine wave PWM technique is
90.6-78.5
% increase
78.5
= 15.4% (4.42)
From equation (4.11) the maximum attainable step voltage (line voltage) in the 
six-step mode is
v „b  = V „ - V 6„ = - V DC- 4 v .DC = V,DC (4.43)
From equation (4.40), the reference voltage magnitude can be written as
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maVmaxslxstep = m.
2Vdc (4.44)
Where Vmaxsixstepis the maximum fundamental frequency output voltage in six-step
mode. Substituting equation (4.44) into equation (4.27) results in
r  T i  i _ V3maTPWM sin(n.60°) -cos(n.60°) coscoreft
L T n+l J 71
bCDT—!
' C
 1
'col cos[(n-1).60°] _sincoreft
(4.45)
The switching times computation of the on times does not require the knowledge 
of the input voltage source (Vdc) but depends only on the desired value of the 
modulation index ma [17].
4.8 Multi-phase Space Vector Inverter Analysis 
The purpose of this analysis is to provide a comprehensive investigation of 
a multi-leg, multi-phase inverter and propose techniques for its implementation 
[31]. Multi-leg, multi-phase inverters are used in special applications. One 
example would be where pole-phase modulation is used to control an induction 
motor. A three-phase system has 23 space vectors. For a n-phase system there 
are 2n space vectors. These space vectors can be divided into ^  sets which
correspond to the inverter’s load circuit configuration. Within each set there 
exists a maximum magnitude subset of space vectors. This section presents 
several SVPWM techniques that are based on the use of these vectors. For a 
practical example a nine-leg, nine-phase inverter circuit shown in Figure 4.17 is 
used. Therefore for a nine-phase inverter there are four ( ^ ) load equivalent 
circuits (four sets) referred to as 4-5 configuration, 3-6 configuration, 2-7 
configuration and 1-8 configuration, as shown in Figure 4.18. For a nine- phase
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inverter there are 512 (29) space vectors. These space vectors can be divided 
into subsets {4-5}, {3-6}, {2-7},{1-8}, according to the load configuration shown
Figure 4.17: Nine-leg Inverter
in Figure 4.18. The four subsets of space vectors generated by the four 
equivalent load configurations are shown in Figure 4.19. Each one of these four 
equivalent load configurations can be operated to produce a unique eighteen- 
step voltage waveform. These waveforms differ in terms of harmonic content 
and magnitude of the fundamental component. The resulting fundamental and 
harmonic frequency component magnitudes of the four load equivalent circuit 
configurations are shown in Table 4.1. Based on the THD figures, the three- 
phase inverter is the best. The most inefficient circuit configuration is 1-8 where 
more switchings are required to change the voltage level [31].
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Figure 4.18: The Four Equivalent Load Configurations of a Nine-Leg Inverter
Figure 4.19: The Four Bounding Space Vector Subsets of a Nine-Phase System
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Table 4.1 :Harmonic Content of Eighteen-step and Six-step Voltage Waveform
Configuration fo
00 5f0 7f0 THD
3-phase 0.6366 0 0.1273 0.0909 24.6%
4-5 0.6366 0.2212 0.1273 0.0909 42.6%
3-6 0.5598 0 0.1715 0.2303 26.3%
2-7 0.4155 0.2122 0.0677 0.2619 82.7%
1-8 0.2211 0.2122 0.1951 0.1709 152%
4.9 Extension Of Three-phase SVPWM To n-phase SVPWM 
The three-phase SVPWM waveform has a higher DC bus utilization 
compared to the sine wave PWM waveform. By injecting the third harmonic into 
the reference voltage signal (the modulating signal), the fundamental frequency 
component of the phase voltage can be increased [31]. SVPWM is implemented 
by averaging the time spent by space vectors in adjacent switching states. In 
Figure 4.11 the reference vector is realized by applying Vo for a fraction of time
T0, Vi for a fraction of time Ti, V2 for a fraction of time T2, and V7 for a fraction 
of time T7. The resulting PWM waveforms were shown in Figure 4.12. The 
disadvantage of using this algorithm is the intensive trigonometric calculations 
needed. Therefore a method is proposed to simplify the implementation. In this 
method the third harmonic injection is accomplished by adding a ‘voltage offset’ 
to the reference (modulating) voltage signal. This technique requires only 
addition and multiplication operations therefore can be extended to the n-phase 
system.
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For an n-phase system, the nth harmonic signal is injected by adding the 
nth harmonic offset to the reference voltage signal. This algorithm is 
implemented using a DSP processor, a field programmable gate array (FPGA), a 
nine-phase inverter, and a nine-phase load. The results show that the ninth 
order harmonic is present in the phase voltages. This harmonic injection 
increases the fundamental frequency content of the waveform but is filtered in 
the nine-phase load. However, the fundamental frequency component output is 
0.507V whereas for the three-phase system the fundamental frequency 
component output is 0.577 V with the third harmonic injection. As the number of 
phases increase, the magnitude of the voltage offset decreases to zero and 
SVPWM converges to sine wave PWM. Therefore an extension of the 
conventional three-phase SVPWM to higher order phase systems results in a 
lower utilization of the DC bus voltage, in order to improve the phase voltage 
fundamental frequency component in an n-phase system, the following 
techniques are proposed [31].
Low Order Harmonic Injection
This technique treats the multi-phase system as a sum of lower phase 
systems. For example in the case of a nine-phase system, the nine-phase 
system is treated as three three-phase systems displaced by 40°, each 
producing one-third of the total space vector voltage. The conventional three- 
phase SVPWM is applied to each of the three systems to realize the voltage
command. Lower order harmonic injection allows for the Vn order harmonics to 
be injected into an n-phase system. The result is an increased fundamental
frequency output voltage due to lower order harmonic injection. However /n  
separate neutrals have to be used because operating with one neutral results in 
significant phase current harmonic distortion.
SVPWM Using Maximum Subsets
This technique utilizes the fact that a multi-phase system has more than 
one equivalent load configuration. Along with the zero space vectors, this 
technique uses only space vectors from a maximum subset (or a combination of 
maximum subsets) to realize the desired voltage. For example if the space 
vectors from a maximum subset {4-5} ( { V 4-5 m a x } , the eighteen outermost space 
vectors of Figure 4.19) are used, the result is a greater modulation index but 
increased harmonic content. If some of the space vectors from a maximum 
subset {3-6} ({V3.6max}) are included then the harmonic content is reduced but the 
modulation index is increased.
Modified SVPWM With Adjusted Zero Space Vectors 
Like the previous technique (SVPWM using maximum subsets), 
the Modified SVPWM with adjusted zero space vectors technique uses only a 
limited number of switching states, however, it does not necessarily use the zero 
space vector. Only six switches change states during each PWM period, 
compared to eighteen switches for the SVPWM schemes such as the extension 
of three-phase SVPWM to n-phase SVPWM and the SVPWM using maximum 
subsets. This technique greatly improves switching efficiency.
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4.10 Motor Background
The speed of an AC motor depends on the frequency of the input power 
and the number of poles. The synchronous speed in Revolution Per Minute 
(RPM) is given by the following equation, where the frequency is in hertz:
Synchronous Speed (RPM) = * *Zre- - e-n—  (4.46)
Poles
It can also be shown that the speed of an AC motor can be varied infinitely by 
changing the frequency [92]. Therefore with the addition of a Variable Frequency 
Drive, the speed of the motor can be toggled.
The torque developed in a motor is defined as:
Torque = Force x Distance (4.47)
and
Force = kB2 (4.48)
where k is some constant and B is the magnetic field. The magnetic field B is 
related to the flux (<|>) and the cross-sectional core area (A) by
B (4.49)
The flux is defined as
<t> = k S If J (4.50)
where ks is some constant, V is the inverter fundamental line voltage, and f is the 
frequency of the inverter fundamental line voltage. Substituting equation (4.49) 
and (4.50) into equation (4.48) gives
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(4.51)
Therefore in V/Hz control, the speed of induction motor is controlled by adjusting 
both the magnitude and frequency of stator voltages in such a way that the air 
gap flux is always maintained 2\ the desired steady-state level [32).
Equation (4.46) says that the speed of the motor can be changed by 
changing the frequency. However, frequency is not the only item that must be 
changed in the motor. Figure 4.20 shows the simplified steady-state equivalent 
circuit model of an induction motor. In steady state operation the stator 
resistance, Rs, is assumed to be zero. The total leakage inductance (LT) is the 
sum of stator and rotor leakage inductances. Therefore the magnetizing current
Volts/Hz Relationship
Rs =0 j®LT
lml
v
Figure 4.20: Simplified Steady State Equivalent Circuit Model of an Induction Motor
that is responsible for generating the air flux gap can be modelled by the ratio of 
the stator voltage to frequency. In steady state analysis the corresponding 
phasor equation is [32].
(4.52)
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For the motor that is operating in the linear magnetic region, Lm is constant. An 
expression of equation (4.52), in magnitude form is
In order to keep Km constant the ratio of Vs/f must be kept constant at different 
speeds. For example as the speed increases (frequency increases), the stator 
voltage (Vs) has to be increased proportionally to maintain the constant Vs/f ratio. 
The stator voltage frequency represents the synchronous speed (rotating field 
speed) and not the real motor (rotor) speed. The difference between these two 
speeds is called slip speed. The slip speed is very small at no load, where the 
motor speed is close to synchronous speed. As the load increases, the slip 
speed also increases. Therefore a simple open-loop Vs/f (or V/Hz) system fails 
to control accurately the speed with the presence of load torque. To rectify this, 
a slip compensation strategy can be included for speed control. Thus, the result 
is a closed-loop V/Hz system with a speed sensor as shown in Figure 4.21.
A typical V/Hz profile and its basic three speed ranges are shown in Figure 4.22. 
For the speeds from fc through frated. V/Hz are constant. The constant slope 
represents the air gap flux quantity as shown in equation (4.54). Therefore the 
speed of the induction motor can be estimated by measuring the stator voltages 
and stator currents. This type of speed estimator is based on the reactive power 
Model Reference Adaptive System (MRAS) technique. In this technique the
(4.53)
where
(4.54)
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Figure 4.21: Closed-loop V/Hz System With A Speed Sensor
Figure 4.22: Stator Voltage Versus Frequency Profile Under V/Hz Control 
required stator voltages and stator currents are measured directly out of the 
inverter. The stator voltages are indirectly reconstructed from the measured DC- 
bus voltage and the switching functions. This type of sensorless V/Hz system 
and closed-loop control using MRAS speed estimator is shown in Figure (4.23).
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Figure 4.23: A Sensorless V/Hz Closed-Loop Control System 
An Overview Of Sensorless Speed Control 
Figure 4.24 illustrates the hardware configuration of a sensorless V/Hz 
system and closed-loop control using MF?AS speed estimator. The motor is 
driven by a voltage source inverter. The TMS320LF2407 DSP that is located on 
the eZdsp™ (target board) generates six PWM signals that control the power 
transistors on the DMC 1500 module. Two of the motor phase currents (ia and ib) 
are sensed by the inverter leg resistors and measured by the analog-to-digital 
converters (ADCs) in TMS320LF2407 DSP. Another ADC channel is used to 
measure the inverter DC-bus voltage. The DSP calculates the three-phase 
voltages of the motor based on these three measured parameters. The reactive 
power MfRAS speed estimator module uses the sensed DC voltage and motor 
phase current inputs to execute speed control without the need of a speed 
sensor [32].
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Figure 4.24: A Three-Phase Induction Motor Drive Implementation
CHAPTER 5
SOFTWARE (VisSim™) AND REALTIME (DSP) SIMULATIONS 
This chapter presents the experimental procedure, results, analysis, and 
application of SVPWM in an AC induction motor drive. Experiments were 
conducted using the commercial development modules such as the DSP 
controller (eZdsp), Digital Motor Controller (DMC1500), VisSim™/TI C2000 rapid 
prototyper software package, and a three phase induction motor. VisSim™/TI 
C2000 rapid prototyper software was used to simulate and generate real-time 
SVPWM signals [33,34,36,88]. The eZdsp is a development platform based on 
the Texas Instruments TMS320LF2407 DSP chip, designed and manufactured 
by Spectrum Digital Incorporated. It was used as a platform to develop and 
execute the code needed to generate PWM signals. The DMC1500 platform is 
designed and manufactured by Spectrum Digital Incorporated and utilizes the 
Texas Instruments eZdsp [43]. This controller board has an AC-to-DC converter 
that generates a full-wave-rectified and filtered 190-volt DC from an AC supply 
input of 138V AC at 60 Hz. With proper placement of on-board jumpers, the 
board can be configured in a voltage doubler mode to generate 320 volts DC if 
the intended motor application requires the higher voltage [43]. It also has a 
three-phase power inverter. This power inverter can be configured, with proper 
placement of jumpers, to drive typical three-phase AC induction motors.
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The eZdsp generated PWM signals can be applied to the Digital Motor 
Controller (DMC1500) to power a thre^-phase induction motor. SVPWM 
mathematical expressions that were plotted with MATLAB™ and shown in 
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 are compared with VisSim™ simulation results. VisSim'M 
software allows simulation of the power electronic modules by using graphical 
blocks that represent mathematical functions. The simulation is then converted 
into a downloadable code file on which the DSP interface block executes on­
board the DSP. This feature of VisSim™ makes it possible to validate the 
behavior of the "simulated" algorithm on the target DSP. The results from DSP 
controller hardware and the VisSim™ software simulations can be displayed 
simultaneously in the form of a plot block so they can easily be compared to 
ensure that their behavior is identical. This ensures that the DSP is feeding the 
desired signals to the power processor such as the DMC1500. VisSim™ also 
automatically programs the analog and digital I/Os of the Tl TMS320LF2407 
(which is a time consuming, tedious task if done manually) [36].
5.1 Volts/Hertz (V/Hz) Profile, Space Vector Generator (SVGEN) and Space
Vector PWM (SVPWM)
The VisSim/TI-C2000 Rapid Prototyper includes a “simulation” mode for 
many of the DMC blocks. The AC induction motor control sub-system has three 
DMC blocks. These are the Space Vector Generator (SVGEN), Space Vector 
PWM (SVPWM) and the Volts/Hertz (V/Hz) profile blocks. The compound block 
shown in Figure 5.1 is composed of these three blocks. These blocks are wired 
as shown in Figure 5.2. The purposes of these blocks are described as follows:
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Figure 5.1: Compound Block Composed of Tl DMC Blocks
freq(1.16) _  . va(1.16V
Space Vector Generator T 
gain(i.i6)(Magnitude/Frequency) ^ [ 1j
freq(1.16).
..Volts/Hertz 
Profile
1
vout(1.16j
[0 .5@ fx1.16 j
- t>  a(1.16)[PWM1,-PWM2!
-f> b(it6)iPWM3,-pwM4Space Vector 
4 >  c<i.i6)[PWM5,-PWMdpWM 
{>poriod(1.16)
H>-
Figure 5.2: SVPWM VisSim™ Model System Block 
Volts/Hertz Profile Block
Volts/Hertz profile block shown in Figure 5.3 is a module that generates an 
output reference voltage for a specific user input frequency, according to the 
specified Volts/Hertz profile. The user inputs a frequency into the Volts/Hertz 
profile block as shown in Figure 5.2. The Volts/Hertz profile block then uses this
user input frequency to generate a desired reference voltage amplitude, Vref so
that the constant Volts/Hertz profile is maintained. The Volts/Hertz profile block 
is a dedicated block that specifies a constant Volts/Hertz profile for various user 
input frequency [33],
. Volts/Hertz ,
-> freq (1 .16^o fjle  vout(1.l6)—
Figure 5.3: Volts/Hertz Profile Block
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Space Vector Generator (SVGEN) Block 
The Space Vector Generator (SVGEN) block receives the command
inputs Vref from the Volts/Hertz profile block and the frfef from the user. These
inputs are the reference vector Vref = Vref ejuJre,t. The SVGEN block uses Vref to
calculate the duty ratio (pole voltage) waveforms shown in MATLAB™ plot 
(Figure 4.14). The SVGEN block shown in Figure 5.4 is a module that calculates 
the appropriate
Figure 5.4: Space Vector Generator (Magnitude/Frequency) Block 
duty ratios needed to approximate the given Vref using the SVPWM technique. 
“Freq” and “gain” labeled on the SVGEN block refer to the frequency (fref) and
• freq(1.16)
Space Vector Generator 
■ gain(i.i6)(Magnitude/Frequency)
va(1.16) 
vb(1.16 
vc(1.16)
amplitude(|Vref ) of Vref . “v a”,”Vb”and “v c” refer to the duty ratios (pole voltages)
of PWM1, PWM2 and PWM3.
Space Vector PWM Block
The SVPWM Block shown in Figure 5.5 is a module that uses the 
duty ratios (pole voltages such as those in equation (4.30) or (4.32)) from the 
SVGEN block and calculates the values for generating PWM outputs (pins 1 -  6). 
The SVPWM block basically converts the duty ratio waveforms into PWM 
waveforms. These PWM waveforms are the switching pulses shown in Figure 
4.13, needed to turn on and turn off the power transistors. PWM outputs 1,3, and
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5 control the turn-on and turn-off of the upper power transistors. PWM outputs 2, 
4, and 6 control the turn-on and turn-off of the lower power transistors.
-£>
•£ >
a(1.16)[PWM1 ,~PWM2] 
b(1.16)[PWM3,~PWM4] Space Vector
-o c(1.16)[PWM5,~PWM6] PWM
period (1.16)
Figure 5.5: Space Vector PWM Block 
VisSim™ Space Vector Duty Ratio Waveform 
Figure 5.6. shows a slider input block followed by convert, compound (Ti 
DMC) and plot block. The V/Hz profile and SVGEN blocks are used to generate 
the appropriate space vector profile in response to a variation in the slider set 
point. The desired inverter fundamental output voltage (frequency and 
amplitude) is dynamically varied using a slider block. A slider block, which is set 
to produce set points in the range from 0 to 0.8 is connected to a convert block.
In this case a slider setpoint of 0.04 is converted into an appropriate data type 
using a convert block. The converted data is then fed into the compound block 
which is labeled V/Hz + SVGEN / MF + FC PWM DRVR (TI DMC BLOCKS).
The compound block contains the V/Hz profile, SVGEN and SVPWM blocks.
The SVPWM block uses the SVGEN block output to generate the appropriate 
PWM signals. The duty ratio output waveforms of the SVGEN are also 
connected to analog output ports. One of the three phases (Pole or duty ratio Va) 
of the SVGEN and Volts/Hertz profile outputs can be monitored in a plot block as 
shown in Figure 5.6.
8 6
Figure 5.6: VisSim™ Duty Ratio (Pole Voltage) Simulations 
The “simulation” mode of VisSim™ allows the DMC blocks (Space Vector 
Generator, Space Vector PWM and the Volts/Hertz profile blocks) to be executed 
on the PC host without the need for a DSP target. To test the PC simulation on a 
DSP target, a DSP interface block is used to download the compiled DMC blocks 
to the DSP target. VisSim™ automatically generates, compiles and links the 
code for the DMC blocks. Now the DMC blocks can be executed on-board the 
DSP— in this case an eZdsp. With this setup the simulated (PC ) and compiled 
version (DSP) of motor control sub-system comprised of V/Hz profile, SVGEN 
and SVPWM blocks can be run simultaneously and compared using plot blocks, 
as show in Figure 5.7. The VisSim™ blocks can also be wired to monitor the 
three-phase duty-ratios (phase voltages) and the line voltage waveforms. Figure
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5.8 shows the three-phase duty-ratios and the line voltage waveforms displayed 
on the piot block. Apparently the VisSim™ (PC and DSP) generated and
Vary Slider Inputf 0 04 i - ►  convert j
1 VHzTSvGEN/t.tF
♦ FC FWM DRVR 1
%  DSP usage + cnC2407
9.60391
.000
.007
.006
.003
.001
-.001
-.003
-.006
-.007
-.009
PC Simulated Duty Ratio
1.5 25
Time (sec)
35 4.5
f l j
f V \ ... .
_______1_______ 1----
__
__
__
<
1
/ v \
_______
<3-
Figure 5.7: DSP and PC Duty Ratio VisSim™ Simulations 
MATLAB™ plotted waveforms look identical. The DSP generated waveform 
appears to be distorted because there is about 20ms delay imposed by the 
communication interface link between the DSP and PC [33].
8 8
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Figure 5.8; DSP and PC Duty Ratio & Line Voltage Simulations 
5.2 Rotating Space Vector
The SVPWM for a three-leg voltage source inverter is based on the 
representation of the three phase quantities as vectors in a two-dimensional a-(3 
plane [29]. As stated in previous chapters, to understand the SVPWM sinusoidal 
generation process the first thing is to recognize that three phase sinusoidal
voltages can be represented by a single rotating vector Vref in a complex plane 
and vice versa, and the rotating vector is composed of a-(3 components.
To practically illustrate this concept, the VisSim™ generated three-phase line-
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Figure 5.9: VisSim™ Generated Line Voltage Waveforms 
voltage waveforms with three snapshots is shown in Figure 5.9. These 
waveforms are used to demonstrate how the three-phase quantities in the time 
domain can be transformed into a rotating vector in the complex plane. The first 
snapshot is taken at t1 = .75 second in the time period 0.6 < t < 0.8 second. In 
angular terms, t, = .75 corresponds tocot -  45° in the angular period 0 < ©t < 60° 
At ©^ = 4 5 ° ,  the phase componentsVab(t1), V ^ tJ  and V ^ tJ  form V refi, based 
on the definition of a space vector. The construction of Vrefi is shown in Figure 
5.10. Similarly Vref2 and V W  can be constructed in sector 2 and sector 4, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 5 .11. It can be seen that the tips of vectors
Vrefi, Vref2 and Vref4 are in the path of a circle. If snapshots were taken 
continuously for one period, the rotating vector will trace a full circle of constant
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radius.
Vc
Figure 5.10: Construction of Voltage Vector W i  in Sector 1
Figure 5.11: Construction of Voltage Vectors V ref i , V ref2 and V ref4
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Sampling Rotating Vector
Figure 5.12: Sector Sampling Vrefi as it Rotates and the Corresponding PWM Waveforms 
Figure 5.12 illustrates how the vectors Vrefi,i,Vrefi,2 ...Vreuk are going to be
sampled in sector 1 where k is the number of modulation periods (Tpwm - PWM 
period) or sampling periods per sector [35, 45], As k gets bigger, the number of 
modulations (sampling) per sector increases. For every rotating vector position
( V ref1i Vref12...Vrefi k ) in sector 1, a unique set of three (phase “a”, “b”, “c”) PWM
signals approximate the rotating vector Vrefi,k. This unique set of three-phase 
PWM signals is the result of the application of time scaled space vectors
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("n>V0T1Vi,T2V2,T7V7). This will be verified from the experimental results in later 
chapters.
Relationship Between The Rotating Space Vector And The Eight Space Vectors 
To determine the relationship between the rotating space vector(Vref ) and 
the state vectors(Vo,Vi Vn) , the construction of Vref in sector 1 using measured 
phase components of VisSim™ simulation (line voltages) for a slider 
set point of 0.2 at coreft = 45° is shown in Figure 5.13. Now the same Vref is shown 
in Figure 5.14 being approximated (sampled) by the time scaled space vectors
P
Figure 5.13: Vector Sampling at an Angle 0ref in Sector 1
(T0V0 ,T,Vi ,T2V2, T7Vy). During each modulation period, each sampled rotating
vector can be expressed using four time scaled space vectors. Therefore, 
knowing the six switching configurations (inverter states) for each space vector, a 
time dependent switching sequence can be expressed by equation (4.13) which
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is repeated here:
Vref .Tpwm = V q.T0 + Vl.T, +  V 2.T2 + V  7 .Ty (5.1)
The switching time periods(Tg.T^T^Tj) for the n^1 sector are then calculated with
the equations that were derived in section 4.6. Figure 5.14 illustrates thatVref
Ti =
V3TCPWM Vref
2 VrDC
t2 =
V3TfPWM Vref
2Vr
sin(60° -coreft)
sin(coreft) (5.2)
DC
T„=T7= i[T PWM- T , - T 2]
This inverter state 
produces V2ancl it 
is held for time T2
is held for time T7
Figure 5.14: V^t Sampled by Time Scaled Space Vectors Vo, Vi,V2 and V7 • 
can be approximated in a PWM switching time period by applying Vo for a time 
T0, Vi for a time Ti, V2 for a time T2 and V7 for a time T7 such that T0+Ti +T 2
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+ T7 = T pwm- Each space vector (V o ,V i,...,V 7) is a result of an inverter state. 
Inverter state refers to the state of the switches of upper and lower transistors of 
the inverter. Applying different inverter states in sequence for time periodsT0, 
T,, T2,T7 results in the PWM waveforms shown in 5.15. Figure 5.15 also shows
Number of 
swrtcfwxj or 
comrmrtabon
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Figure 5.15: Space Vector PWM and its Corresponding Line-to-line Pulses 
the corresponding line-to-line pulses. The PWM waveform in real time is a 
positive pulse train of constant magnitude but with a dynamically varying pulse 
width. The line-to-line pulses in real-time are a series of negative and positive
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pulses with a dynamic pulse width variation. This will also be verified with 
experimental results in Chapter 6.
Inverter Circuit Analysis
The following inverter circuit analysis shows the PWM phase and line 
pulses corresponding to space vectors Vo,Vi,V2 andV7.
Space Vector Vo
z
4Voc
Figure 5.16: Star-Connected Load Step Voltage for Inverter State 000 (Space Vector V o )
va0 = vb0 = vc0= - iv DC 
van = vbn = vcn=o 
vab = vbc = vca=o
(5.3)
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Space Vector Vi
3
Figure 5.17: Star-Connected Load Step Voltage for Inverter State 100 (space vector V i)
va0= ivDC 
vb0 = vc0= - iv DC
V an ~  z j z ^  (  V dC )  “  ^ Z .  (^ D C  )  ~  32 ( ^D C  )
2
Vbn ~ ^  (- VDC) = ~‘^Z (Vdc) =
2
=fvDC
- i * ( v o c ) =  - i VDc
Vab -  Van Vbn -  VDC
vbc=vbn-v cn=o
Vca = Vcn -  Van = -  VDC
(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
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Space Vector V 2
z
Figure 5.18: Star-Connected Load Step Voltage for Inverter State 110 (space vector V 2 )
Va0 = V b0 = |V DC
vc0 = -4 vDC (5 .7 )
^ a n  -  ^ b n  ~  ( ^ D C  )  -  ( ^ D C  )  ~  2 ZZ  ( ^ D C  )  -  3 M x :
V = — ——cn Zc+Zab (-Voc) ■= r g  (-Voc) = -g(-Voc) = V, DC
vab = van-v bn=o 
vbc = vbn-v cn = vDC 
V ca = V cn“ Van = - V D
(5 .8 )
(5.9)
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Space Vector V 7
z
S;,S*S,
Figure 5,19: Star-Connected Load Step Voltage for Inverter State 111 (space vector V 7 )
VaO  “  M >0 -  V c0 “  2 M dC
van=vbri=vcn=o
vab=vbt.=vta=o
(5.10)
CHAPTER 6
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This section covers the experimental analysis of the SVPWM technique 
and its application to the motor control sub-system mentioned in chapter 5. The 
eZdsp (DSP controller) was interfaced with the DMC1500 to power a three-phase 
induction motor. The VisSim™/TI C2000 rapid prototyper software package was 
used to model the motor control sub-system and generate codes to execute on 
the DSP. Only major components in DMC1500 and eZdsp are shown in this 
setup (Figures 6.1 and 6.2). Details on how to interface eZdsp to DMC1500 can 
be found in the eZdsp technical reference manual [38] and in the DMC1500 
technical reference manual [39].
6.1 Overview Of The DMC1500 And eZdsp 
The DMC1500 is the power stage of a Digital Motor Controller 
development system. The computing engine for the DMC1500 is the eZdsp 
(DSP controller). The DMC1500 allows development to be done with AC 
induction, DC Brushless, and Switched Reluctance motors. To accommodate 
these three types of motors, the DMC1500 has many jumper options and 
connections. The DMC1500 is intended to be used in a development 
environment only.
6.2 Experimental Procedure
The overall experimental system consists of the following hardware and
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software items as follows.
1. Spectrum Digital DMC1500 drive platform
2. Spectrum Digital TMS320LF2407 DSK platform (eZdsp)
3. Three-phase induction motor, 3/4hp, 2.6 Amps, 208 Volts AC, Emerson, 
Model P55AZET-220, CAT 2758244.
4. PC with Code Composer(CC) 4.12 and VisSim™ /Tl C2000 rapid Prototyper v 
4.5g installed;
5. Low Pass Filter/High Pass Filter, Waveteck Rockland, Model 852, Dual HI/LO 
Filter, IBM 656819A
6. Variable auto transformer (Variac), Tenma Input 117V/ouput 130V
7. Isolation Transformer
A complete list of equipment and pictures of setup can be found in the 
Appendices.
Measurements At The DSP Controller Output 
Prior to applying the PWM signals to the gates of the power transistors, 
the DSP PWM signal outputs were analyzed to verify the theory and to ensure 
that the desired PWM signals were being generated by the DSP. Figure 6.1 
illustrates one of the experimental setups to view the PWM-Phase “a” (line-to- 
ground PWM output) output signal at the interface connector (P2). For slider set 
points 0.4 and 0.8, line-to-ground and line-to-line PWM waveforms were 
observed with and without low pass filtering.
To run the eZdsp the following steps were required:
1) Turn-on the 5V DC power supply to the eZdsp
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2) Run VisSim™/TI 02000 rapid prototyper software program 
(ACIM_TUTORIAL_4_DSP_EZ2407.VSM)
3) Set the slider position to a nominal value of 0.2 and click go
(Note that the slider set point value of 0.2 is the normalized frequency input).
4) Compare the waveforms from plot blocks display with scopemeter display.
PWM1-PWM2 —  Phase-Va PWM1-PWM3 —  Phase-Vab
PWM3-PWM4 —  Phase-Vb PWM3-PWM5 —  Phase-Vbc
PWM5-PWM6 —  Phase-Vc PWM5-PWM1 —  Phase-Vca
Figure 6.1: eZdsp Connection and Setup to Observe PWM Outputs 
Measurements At The Motor Input
After ensuring that the desired PWM signals are produced by the eZdsp, it 
was connected to the three-phase motor through the digital motor controller 
board (DMC1500) as shown in Figure 6.2. Photos of the hardware and overall
1 0 2
Three-phase induction motor, 
3/4hp, 208 V olts  AC, 2.6 Amps
Figure 6.2: eZdsp, DMC Controller and Motor Connection-Experimentation System Setup 
system setup are shown in the Appendices. To run the motor the following steps 
were required:
1) Turn-on the 5V DC power supply to the eZdsp
2) Run VisSim™/TI C2000 rapid prototyper software program
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(ACIM_TUTORIAL_4_DSP_EZ2407.VSM)
3) Set the slider position to a nominal value of 0.2 and click go
4) Turn the variac input until the motor starts to run.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the experimental setup to view the line voltage waveform 
applied across the motor stator winding. A power harmonic analyzer (Fluke 41) 
was used to observe the current and voltage harmonics. At slider set-points 0.4 
and 0.8 phase current, phase voltage and line voltage waveforms were observed 
with and without a low pass filter with cut-off frequencies 20Hz, 30Hz, 200Hz, 
1.5KHz, 3KHz and 30KHz. The phase current waveforms were also observed by 
observing the voltage across current sensing resistors and also with a current 
probe (Fluke 41).
6.3 Results And Discussion 
DSP Output Observation Using Fluke 99B Scopemeter 
Six PWM signals are distributed through connector P2 to turn on and off 
the power transistors on the DMC1500. The three-phase signals are PWM1 
(PWM signal-phase “a”), PWM3 (PWM signal-phase “b”) and PWM5 (PWM 
signal-phase “c”), whereas PWM2, PWM4 and PWM6 are complementary PWM 
signals.
The PWM1 signal for a slider set point of 0.2 is shown in Figure 6.3. It can 
be seen that the amplitude of the pulse train is about 3.44Vp-p at 2 KHz 
(switching frequency) with a PWM period of 500psec (1/2KHz).
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Figure 6.3: DSP PWM1 Signal for a Slider Set point of 0.2 
Observed PWM1 and PWM2 waveforms at a slider setpoint of 0.2 is 
shown in Figure 6.4. It seems like PWM1 and PWM2 waveforms are 
complementary pulses; when PWM1 is high PWM 2 is low and vice versa. This 
strategy ensures that no two transistors on the same leg are turned turn on 
simultaneously.
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0  2VAC 10 s 1 S  2VAC10:1 dSMiOHB
20OJJS/DIV. TR I6 :A ! -2 D IV........................MANUAL
PWM1
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GND 
01 DC
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A-B MENU
Figure 6.4: DSP PWM1 and PWM2 Signals for a Slider Set point of 0.2 
Figure 6.5 shows PWM1 and PWM2 waveforms at a slider set point of 0.8. 
Increasing the slider set point from 0.2 to 0.8 does not change the frequency or 
amplitude of the pulse train. The pulses’ widths however “swing” wider (i.e., the 
duty cycle of the switches increases). This implies that these pulses are for 
switching and controlling the “on” and “off" durations of pulses. PWM1, PWM3 
and PWM5 control the turn-on and turn-off intervals of the upper-leg’s power 
transistors and PWM2, PWM4 and PWM6 control the turn-on and turn-off 
intervals of the lower-leg’s power transistors. Increasing the slider set point 
increases the on-time duration (i.e., the duty ratio) of the power transistor related
to PWM1.
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Figure 6.5: DSP PWM1 and PWM2 Signals for a Slider Set Point of 0.8 
Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 display two of the three-phase PWM signals, 
(PWM1 and PWM3) taken at three random instances. They resemble the 
theoretical PWM waveforms illustrated in Figure 4.13. These three PWM signal 
patterns are unique for the three instances because Vref has rotated to different
positions. Different positions of Vref means different sampling periods and 
thereby different PWM signal patterns. This also agrees with the sector sampling 
illustration in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 6.6: DSP PWM1 and PWM3 for a V ref Position for a Slider Set Point of 0.8
(Random Instance)
0  2VDC10:1 0  2VDC1Q:1
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Figure 6.7 DSP PWM1 and PWM3 for a Vref Position for a Slider Set Point of 0.8
(Another Random Instance)
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Figure 6.8: DSP PWM1 and PWM3 for a V ref Position for a Slider Set Point of 0.8
(Still Another Random instance)
Figure 6.9 shows the PWM1 signal superimposed on the low-pass-filtered 
(200Hz cut-off frequency) PWM1 signal. As mentioned earlier the low-pass- 
filtered PWM1 signal is a phase "a” voltage (duty ratio) waveform. It refers to the 
duty ratio of PWM1 signal [33]. It is called the duty ratio waveform because this 
waveform was obtained by averaging (equation (4.30)) the duty ratio waveform 
(PWM waveforms of Figure 4.13).
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SCOPEMETER Q  -M- EXTmV
Figure 6.9: DSP PWM1 Superimposed on Low-pass-filtered (200Hz cut-off frequency) PWM1
Signal at a Slider Set Point of 0.8
Figure 6.10 shows the same low-pass-filtered PWM1 signal of Figure 6.9 
with all its parameters. The duty ratio waveform’s fundamental frequency is 
16.6Hz (at slider setpoint 0.8). It can be seen that the phase voltage is not purely 
sinusoidal, due to the presence of harmonics of triplen orders [40]. The triplen 
harmonics occur a frequencies 49.8 Hz (16.6 Hz x 3 =49.8 Hz), 99.6 Hz,
149.4...and so on. Since the duty ratio waveform was low-pass filtered with a 
cut-off frequency of 200Hz, the triplen harmonics are present up to 200Hz.
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Figure 6.10: DSP Phase “a" (PWM1) Duty Ratio Waveform With All its Measurements for a Slider
Set Point of 0.8
Figure 6.11 shows the three-phase duty ratio waveforms (PWM1, PWM3 
and PWM5 signals). Keeping the cut-off frequency at 200Hz excluded the 
switching frequency (2 KHz) harmonics and its multiples. The waveforms in 
Figure 6.11 are similar to the duty ratio plots from MATLAB™ (Figure 4.14), 
VisSim-DSP (Figure 5.8) and VisSim-PC (Figure 5.8).
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Figure 6.11: DSP Three Phase Duty Ratio (PWM1, PWM3, PWM5) Low Pass Filtered with 
Cutt-off Frequency of 200Hz for a Slider Setpoint of 0.8
To recover the fundamental waveform (fundamental frequency = 16.6 Hz)
of PWM1, it was Low-pass-filtered with a 30Hz cut-off frequency. The resulting
sinusoid, duty ratio and PWM1 signal are shown in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: DSP PWM1 Signal With Fundamental Frequency (LP 30Hz) and Duty Ratio (LP
200Hz) for a Slider Se tpoint of 0.8
Figure 6.13 shows the fundamental frequency phase-voltage waveform 
(PWM1) with all its parameters. Figure 6.14 shows the three-phase PWM1, 
PWM3 and PWM5 fundamental frequency phase-voltage waveforms.
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Figure 6.13: DSP PWM1 Fundamental Frequency (LP 30Hz) Component for a Slider Setpoint of
0.8
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Figure 6.14:DSP Three-phase Fundamental Phase-Voltage (LP 30Hz) for a Slider Set point of 0.8
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Figure 6.15 shows the three-phase duty ratio waveforms with phase “c” 
waveform (PWM5 signal) distorted by high frequency components. This 
waveform was obtained by increasing the cut-off frequency of the PWM5 signal 
from 200Hz to 1500Hz ( which is closer to the switching frequency (2KHz)).
RUN
MANUAL
EH t  500mV » lO.Omsg * 5O0mV » 10.0ms S  500mV » 10.0ms
Figure 6.15:DSP Three Phase Duty Ratio With PWM5 Low Pass Filtered at Cut-off Frequency of
1.5KHz for a Slider Set point of 0.8
When the cut-off frequency was further increased beyond the switching 
frequency, the duty ratio waveform became more distorted, as shown in Figure 
6.16 (cut-off frequency 3KHz) and Figure 6.17 (cut-off frequency 30 KHz). At a 
30 KHz cut-off frequency, the high frequency switching harmonics and its 
multiples are included in the duty ratio waveform. This results in the pulse train 
shown in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.16: DSP PWM5 Signal of Figure 6.15 Low Pass-Filtered at Cut-off Frequency of 3KHz for
a Slider Setpoint of 0.8
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Figure 6.17: DSP PWM5 Signal of Figure 6.15 Low Pass-Filtered at Cut-off Frequency of 30KHz
for a Slider Setpoint of 0.8
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From the above observations it is noted that the duty ratio waveforms 
(PWM1, PWM3, PWM5) are infested with tripien order and high frequency 
switching harmonics. Low-pass-filtering the duty ratio waveform at a cutoff 
frequency of 200Hz removed the high frequency switching harmonics leaving the 
low frequency tripien order harmonics (Figure 6.10). The fundamental frequency 
line-voltage waveform was obtained by taking the difference between PWM1 and 
PWM3 waveforms, as shown in Figure 6.18. The tripien order harmonics cancel 
each other leaving a nearly pure sinewave. However the high switching 
frequency harmonics do not cancel this way, rather they are removed by the 
motor’s inductances. Reference [28] shows that for a purely resistive load, the 
line voltage waveform appears to be noisy. It will be shown later (from motor 
input measurements) that for an inductive load the line voltage automatically 
appears to be free from high frequency noise. The motor winding’s inductances 
act as a low pass filter and remove the high frequency switching components, 
leaving the tripien order harmonics in the phase voltage waveforms. These 
tripien harmonics do not affect the line-voltage, so it (line-voltage) is a pure 
sinusoidal [40], as shown by the observed waveforms in Figure 6.18. The line- 
voltage’s immunity from high and low frequency harmonics explains why three 
phase inverters are popular for motor drives. Figure 6.19 shows the fundamental 
frequency (16.6Hz) line-voltage (PWM1-PWM3) waveform with it’s
measurements.
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Figure 6.18:DSP Duty Ratio and Line_Voltage Waveforms for a Slider Set point of 0.8
0500mVAC 10:1 @500mV OFF 10:1 HOLD20ms/D IV TR10: BJ -2D IV AUTO
Figure 6.19: Closed-up Version of Fundamental Frequency Line Voltage Waveform of Figure 6.18
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Figure 6.20 shows unfiltered PWM1, PWM3 and PWM1-PWM3 signals. It 
can be seen that PWM1 and PMW3 signals have positive pulses only but PWM1- 
PWM3 signal has negative and positive pulses (as also shown in Figure 5.15).
* 2.Q0V » 10.Oms [I * 2.00V » lO.Gms
* 2.00V » 10.0ms
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Figure 6.20: DSP PWM1, PWM3, PWM1-PWM3 Signals for a Slider Set point of 0.4 
Figure 6.21 shows the PWM1-PWM3 waveform superimposed with low- 
pass-filtered PWM1-PWM3 waveform (cut-off frequency of 30Hz) to recover its 
fundamental frequency component.
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Figure 6.21: DSP Filtered and Unfiltered PWM1-PWM3 Waveforms for a Slider Setpoint of 0.8 
Figure 6.22 is the close-up version of the fundamental frequency 
waveform shown in Figure 6.21, showing all the measured values. For a slider 
set point of 0.8, the fundamental component frequency is 16.6hiz and the peak- 
to-peak amplitude is 2.12 Volts AC. In Figure 6.19 the same waveform was 
obtained by filtering the PWM1 and PWM3 waveforms first and then subtracting
the PWM3 from PWM1.
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Figure 6.22: Close-up Version of the Fundamental Frequency Component Waveform of Figure
6.21
To understand how the slider setpoint affects the DSP’s PWM output, 
PWM1-PWM3 filtered and unfiltered waveforms were observed again with a 
slider set point of 0.4, as shown in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. It can be seen that 
reducing the slider setpoint from 0.8 to 0.4, reduced the fundamental frequency 
from 16.6Hz to 8.33 Hz and the fundamental amplitude from 2.12 to 1.06 Volts 
AC. Therefore the slider set point varies both the fundamental frequency and 
amplitude of the output voltage waveform to maintain a contant V/Hz profile. 
Also note that from Figures 6.4 and 6.5 we concluded that changes in the slider 
set point affect the duty cycle of the switches. That is, for example, increasing 
the slider set point from 0.2 to 0.8, increases the duty cycle (the on time) of the 
switching PWM signals.
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Figure 6.23: DSP Filtered and Unfiltered PWM1-PWM3 Waveforms for a Slider Setpoint 0.4
B500mVDC10:l 2V0FF10:! HOLD
Figure 6.24:Close-up Version of the Fundamental Frequency Component Waveform of Figure 6.23 
The measured parameters of the fundamental line-voltages (PWM1- 
PWM3) for slider set points of 0.4 and 0.8 are tabulated in Table 6.1. The filtered 
(LP 30Hz) PWM1-PWM3 waveform is the line voltage waveform. These results
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match with MATLAB™ plots (Figure 4.15), VisSim™ PC simulations (Figure 5.8) 
and DSP real time (Figure 5.8) plots. For a larger slider set point value of 0.8 the 
fundamental frequency component has a larger amplitude and frequency.
Table 6.1: SVPWM Line-Voltage (PWM1-PWM3) Waveform Measurements at DSP output
Slider
Set
point
Pulse
Amplitude
(Volts)
Fundamental Component
Volts 
peak- to- 
peak
Period
(msec)
Frequency
(Hz) V/Hz
Profile
0.4 3.44 1.04 120 8.33 0.06
0.8 3.44 2.2 60 16.6 0.07
Figure 6.25 shows the three-phase PWM signals for about nine switching 
time periods.
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Figure 6.25: DSP Three phase (PWM1, PWM3, PWM5) PWM Waveforms for About Nine 
Switching Period for a Slider Setpoint of 0.8
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Figure 6.26 shows the three-phase PWM signals for one switching time 
period. This waveform resembles the theoretical PWM waveforms shown in 
Figure 5.15.
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Figure 6.26: DSP Three-phase (PWM1,PWM3, PWM5) PWM Waveform for one Switching Period
for a Slider Set Point of 0.8
Figures 6.27 through 6.29 show PWM1, PWM3 and PWM1-PWM3 PWM 
signals for one switching time period at three instances. The PWM1, PWM3 and 
PWM1-PWM3 do match the illustration of Figure 5.15 (Space Vector PWM and 
its Corresponding Line-to-line Pulses). Next, the input voltages and currents to 
the three-phase induction motor are observed.
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Figure 6.27:DSP Three-phase (PWM1, PWM3, PWM1-PWM3) PWM Waveform for one Switching
Period for a Slider Set Point of 0.8
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Figure 6.28:DSP Three-phase (PWM3, PWM5, PWM3-PWM5) PWM Waveform for one Switching
Period for a Slider Set Point of 0.8
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Figure 6.29:DSP Three-phase (PWM1, PWM5, PWM5-PWM1) PWM Waveform for one Switching
Period for a Slider Set Point of 0.8
Motor Input Voltages And Currents Observation (Fluke 99B Scopemeter)
In the following experiment, the voltage and current waveforms were 
observed at the motor input. Figure 6.30 shows the three-phase PWM ( PWM1, 
PWM3, PWM5) waveforms for several switching time periods at a slider set point 
of 0.8 and a variac input of 138 Volts AC. This waveform resembles the DSP 
output of Figure 6.25, but the amplitude of the pulses are different. The 
amplitudes of the pulses are same as the DC bus voltage.
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Figure 6.30:Motor Input PWM1, PWM3, PWM5 Signals for Several Switching Period for a Slider 
Set point of 0.8 and Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
Figure 6.31 shows the same waveform of Figure 6.30 for one switching
time period. The signal for one switching time period resembles the theoretical
PWM waveforms shown in Figure 5.15 and the DSP PWM output waveforms
shown in Figure 6.26.
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Figure 6.31 :Motor Input PWM1, PWM3, PWM5 Signals for one Switching Time Period for a Slider 
Set Point of 0.8 and Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
Figure 6.32 shows the three-phase (PWM1-PWM3, PWM3-PWM5, 
PWM5-PWM1) line voltage waveforms for several switching time periods. It can 
be seen that similar to that of Figure 5.15 , here (at a different instant) Vab and 
Vca waveforms are positive pulse trains and Vbc waveform is a negative pulse 
train.
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Figure 6.32: Motor Input PWM1-PWM3, PWM3-PWM5, PWM5-PWM1 Signals for a Slider Setpoint
of 0.8 and Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
Figure 6.33 shows the line-voltage (PWM1-PWM3,) and phase voltage 
(PWM1, PWM3) waveforms for a much larger time domain. These waveforms 
resemble the DSP output signals of Figure 6.20. The inverter switches exactly 
follow the command signal (PWM waveform) of the DSP.
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Figure 6.33:Motor Input Line Voltage (PWM1-PWM3) and Phase voltage (PWM1, PWM3) Pulses 
for a Slider Set Point of 0.8 and Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
Figure 6.34 shows the PWM1 signal and its low-pass-filtered (200Hz cut­
off frequency) version at the motor input. As mentioned earlier, the low-pass- 
filtered PWM1 signal is phase “a” voltage waveform. Phase “a” voltage 
waveform is also referred to as the duty ratio of the PWM1 signal [33]. This 
waveform also resembles the duty ratio waveform of the DSP output (Figures 6.9 
through 6.11). The result agrees with the MATLAB™ simulation (Figure 4.14), 
VisSim™ PC simulation (Figure 5.7) and with the DSP real time simulation 
(Figure 5.7).
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Figure 6.34: Motor Input Phase “a” Voltage Pulse Train and Duty Ratio Waveform for a Slider Set
Point of 0.8 and Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
Figures 6.35 to 6.38 show the fundamental line-voltage (Vat>) waveform 
superimposed on the PWM (PWM1-PWM3) line-voltage waveform at the motor 
input for four combinations of variac inputs and slider set points. Figures 6.39 to 
6.42 are the close-up versions of the fundamental frequency waveforms of 
Figures 6.35 to 6.38.
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Figure 6.35: Motor Input Line Voltage (Vab) Pulses and its Fundamental Waveforms for a Slider Set
point of 0.4 and Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
B 10VDC 10:1 @ 50VAC 10:1
Figure 6.36:Motor Input Line Voltage (Vab) Pulses and its Fundamental Waveforms for a Slider Set
Point 0.4 and Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
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Figure 6.37: Motor Input Line Voltage (Vat>) Pulses and its Fundamental Waveforms for a Slider Set
Point of 0.8 and Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.38:Motor Input Line Voltage (V ab) Pulses and its Fundamental Waveforms for a Slider Set
Point of 0.8 and Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
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Figure 6.39: Close-up Fundamental Line-Voltage (Vab) Waveform of Figure 6.35 for a Slider Set
Point 0.4 and Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.40:Ciose-up Fundamental Line-Voltage (Vab) Waveform of Figure 6.36 for Slider Set Point
0.4 and Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
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Figure 6.41: Closed-up Fundamental Line-Voltage (Vab) Waveform of Figure 6.37 for a Slider Set
Point of 0.8 and a Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.42: Closed-up Fundamental Line-Voltage (V ab) Waveform of Figure 6.38 at Slider Set
Point 0.8 Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
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Figures 6.43 to 6.46 show the filtered and unfiltered current waveforms 
observed across the phase “a” current sensing resistor (input to the motor) for 
four combinations of variac inputs and slider setpoints.
El 5V AC 1Q:1 [i 5V AC 10:1 HOLD
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Figure 6.43:Motor Input Phase “a" Current Waveform for a Slider Setpoint of 0.4 and Variac Input
of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.44:Motor Input Phase “a” Current Waveform for a Slider Set Point of 0.4 and Variac Input
of 138 Volts AC
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Figure 6.45: Motor Input Phase “a” Current Waveform for a Slider Set 0.8 and Variac input of 70
Volts AC
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Figure 6.46: Motor Input Phase “a” Current Waveform at slider setpoint of 0.8 of and Variac Input of
138 Volts AC
All the measured parameters at the motor input are tabulated in Table 6.2. 
The motor’s RPM is higher for larger slider set points. Motor’s speed is adjusted
Vrms: 3.40 V V DC:-2O0 mV freq: 16.6 Hz
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by changing the slider set point which in turn controls the fundamental output 
frequency applied to the motor. The DSP, based on the slider setpoint value 
adjusts the fundamental frequency output to the DMC1500, thus adjusting the 
motor’s speed. The fundamental frequency of the line-voltage determines the 
motor’s speed. As the fundamental frequency is increased, the fundamental 
voltage is also increased proportionally to maintain the constant V/Hz profile.
This relationship must be maintained to prevent overheating the motor yet it must 
be large enough to enable the motor to develop sufficient torque [44]. This is 
indicated by the observed waveforms shown from Figures 6.35 to 6.38. Table 
6.2 shows the recorded values. Analysis shows that for a constant 70 Volts
Table 6.2: Measurements at Motor Input
Slider Set point 0.4 0.8
Variac Input (Volts AC) 70 138 70 138
Bus Voltage (Volts DC) 95 189.5 93.3 188.7
RPM (Rev/Min) 499 509 1008 1013
Pulse (Volts DC) 96 190 96 190
Fu
nd
am
en
ta
l
Phase “a” Current 
(Amps AC p-to-p)
0.67 1.47 0.8 1.67
Line Voltage 
( Vab -Volts AC )
12.9 15.8 25.5 25.5
Frequency (Hz) 8.33 8.33 16.6 16.6
V/Hz (Vat>/Frequency) 0.77 0.95 0.77 0.77
AC variac input, increasing the slider set point by100% (from 0.4 to 0.8), 
increases the fundamental frequency by 100%, increases the fundamental line
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voltage amplitude by 98% , increases fundamental phase current amplitude by 
19.4 % and increases the RPM by 102%.
On the other hand keeping the slider set point constant and increasing the 
variac input by almost 100% has literally no effect on the motor’s speed. For 
example keeping a constant slider setpoint at 0.4 and increasing variac input by 
97% increases the fundamental line-voltage frequency by 0%, increases the 
fundamental line voltage amplitude by 22. 4%, increases the fundamental phase 
current by 119.4% and increases the speed by 2%. Although the phase-a 
current increased by 119.4% (measured across the current sensing resistor), the 
speed increased only by 2%. From equation (4.53) it can be seen that the 
magnetizing current (lm) is the ratio of the stator voltage to stator winding 
inductance (Lm). The dramatic increase in current (lm or phase-a current) should 
be the consequence of an increase in the fundamental voltage. However the 
fundamental voltage increased only by 22.4 % . Therefore what could have 
caused the current (lm) to increase by 119.4% ? This indicates that speed is 
controlled by the fundamental frequency of the line-voltage and not the bus 
voltage (which is controlled by the variac input). At a constant slider setpoint of 
0.4 (8.33 Hz fundamental frequency), increasing the DC bus voltage from 96 
Volts DC to 170 Volts DC resulted in an increase in fundamental voltage from 
12.9 to 15.8 Volts AC. Since the fundamental frequency is constant as it is 
controlled by the slider setpoint value the V/Hz profile increased slightly from
0.77 V/Hz to 0.95 V/Hz.
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Voltage And Current Harmonic Distortion At Motor Input (Fluke 41)
The following observations were made at the motor input with Fluke 41 
Power Harmonics Analyzer’s current and voltage probes. The Fluke scopemeter 
showed that the observed fundamental line voltage and phase current 
waveforms (from Figures 6.39 to 6.46) were clean sinusoids. To verify that, 
harmonics analysis of the PWM output waveforms at the motor inputs were 
carried out. Figures 6.47 through 6.50 show that the phase current waveform is 
significantly free from harmonics for various combinations of slider set points and 
variac inputs. This agrees with the unfiltered waveforms of Figures 6.43 through 
6.46. Only odd harmonics exist for the variac input of 138 V AC. Apparently, a 
higher bus voltage has an effect of attenuating even order harmonics. The 
induction motor has a natural low pass filtering characteristic that blocks the high 
frequency components. The low frequency components (triplen harmonics) were 
also absent in the phase-a current because the line-voltages (stator) were free 
from triplen harmonics. This agrees with line voltage waveforms of Figures 6.39 
through 6.41.
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Figure 6.47: Motor Input Phase “a" Current Waveform Harmonic Spectra Slider for a Slider Set
Point of 0.4 and a Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.48: Motor Input Phase “a" Current Waveform Harmonic Spectra for a Slider Set point of
0.4 and a Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
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Figure 6.49: Motor Input Phase “a” Current Waveform Harmonic Spectra Slider at Slider Set point
of 0.8 and Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.50: Phase “a" Current Waveform Harmonic Spectra Slider at Slider Set point 0.8 and
Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
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Figures 6.51 to 6.54 show the observed phase ”a” voltage harmonics for 
various slider set points and variac inputs. The phase voltage has a very large 
magnitude of DC component (100%), about 30 % third harmonic magnitude and 
a small magnitudes of fifth and ninth harmonics.
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Figure 6.51: Motor Input Phase “a” Voltage Waveform Harmonic Spectra for a Set Point of 0.4 and
a Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.52: Motor Input Phase “a” Voltage Waveform Harmonic Spectra for a Slider Set Point of
0.4 and a Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
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Figure.6.53: Motor Input Phase “a" Voltage Waveform Harmonic Spectra for a Slider Set Point of
0.8 and Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.54: Motor Input Phase “a” Voltage Waveform Harmonic Spectra for a Slider Set Point of
0.8 and Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
Figures 6.55 to 6.58 show the observed line-voltage (Vab) harmonics for 
various slider set points and variac inputs. The observation indicates that the line 
voltage is almost free from high content triplen order harmonics. This agrees 
with the waveforms of Figures 6.39 to 6.42. The phase voltage harmonics and 
the triplen harmonics (Figure 6.18) are cancelled-out in the line voltage 
waveform. As can be seen from Figures 6.51 and 6.55, the line voltage 
amplitude is y/3x the phase voltage due to the three-phase relationship.
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Figure 6.55: Motor Input Line Voltage (Vab) Waveform Harmonic Spectra for a Slider Set Point of
0.4 and a Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.56:Motor Input Line Voltage (Vab) Waveform Harmonic Spectra for a Slider Set Point of
0.4 and a Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
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Figure 6.57: Motor Input Line Voltage (Vab) Waveform Harmonic Spectra for a Slider Set Point of
0.8 and Variac Input of 70 Volts AC
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Figure 6.58:Motor Input Line Voltage (Vat>) Waveform Harmonic Spectra for a Slider Set Point of
0.8 and Variac Input of 138 Volts AC
Figures 6.59 and 6.60 show the observed line voltage (Vab) harmonics, 
phase current “a” harmonics, line voltage waveform, phase current waveform, 
THDs and other measured parameters for slider set point of 0.8 and a variac 
input of 138V AC. The observation indicates that the line voltage has 0.9% THD- 
R and the phase current has 6.6% THD-R at slider set point of 0.8 and a variac 
input of 138V AC. THD-R represents the ratio of the harmonic components of 
voltage (or current) to the total voltage (or current), including the fundamental 
and all harmonics.
PRNTU0 AUTO RMS PRNT <J0 RUTO RMS PRNT U0 FIUTO
Figure 6.59: Motor Input Line Voltage (Vab) Waveform, Harmonic Spectra and Harmonic Distortion 
(V ariac input = 138 V AC and Slider Set point of 0.8)
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Figure 6.60: Motor Input Phase “a' Current Waveform, Harmonic Spectra and Harmonic Distortion
(Variac input = 138 Vac and Slider Set point = 0.8)
Complete Phase Current Measurement
Figures 6.61 through 6.64 show the observed phase “a” current 
harmonics, and their respective fundamental component amplitudes, THDs and 
other measured parameters for various combinations of slider set points and 
variac inputs. The observation (THD-F) indicates that the phase current 
harmonics distortion is highest (16.9%) at a slider setpoint of 0.4 and variac input 
of 70V AC and lowest (6.9%) at a slider setpoint of 0.8 and variac input of 138V. 
THD-F represents the ratio of the harmonic components of voltage (or current) to 
the voltage (or current) of the fundamental alone.
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Figure 6.61: Motor Input Phase “a’ Current Waveform Measured Parameters 
(Variac input = 70 Vac and Slider Set point = 0.4)
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Figure 6.62: Motor Input Phase “a' Current Waveform Measured Parameters 
(Variac input = 138 Vac and Slider Set point = 0.4)
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Figure 6.63: Motor Input Phase ua’ Current Waveform Measured Parameters 
(Variac input = 70 Vac and Slider Set point = 0.8)
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Figure 6.64: Motor Input Phase “a’ Current Waveform Measured Parameters 
(Variac input = 138 Vac and Slider Set point = 0.8)
Complete Line Voltage (Vah) Measurement
Figures 6.65 thru 6.68 show the observed line voltage (Vab) harmonics and 
their respective fundamental component amplitudes, THDs and other measured 
parameters for various combinations of slider set points and variac inputs. The
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observation (THD-F) indicates that the line-voltage harmonics distortion is 
highest (3.4%) at a slider setpoint of 0.4 and variac input of 70V AC and lowest 
(0.9%) at at slider setpoint of 0.8 and variac input of 138V.
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Figure 6.65: Motor Input Line Volltage (Vab) Waveform Measured Parameters 
(Variac input = 70 Vac and Slider Set point = 0.4)
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Figure 6.66:Motor Input Line Volltage (Vab) Waveform Measured Parameters 
(Variac input = 138 Vac and Slider Set point = 0.4)
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Figure 6.67:Motor Input Line Volltage (Vab) Waveform Measured Parameters 
(Variac input = 70 Vac and Slider Set point = 0.8)
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Figure 6.68: Motor Input Line Volltage (Vat>) Waveform Measured Parameters 
(Variac input = 138 Vac and Slider Set point = 0.8)
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 The Square Wave Inverter
The square wave inverter discussed in chapter 2 generates a very high 
level of harmonics that are hard to get rid of. The square wave’s switching 
frequency is very low so it produces only low frequency switching noise. Its 
major drawback is that its waveform is rich with a high level of lower order odd 
harmonics. Current and voltage harmonics can cause such problems as 
excessive heat in wiring, connections, motors, and in transformers and can 
cause inadvertent tripping of circuit breakers [83]. The harmonics also can 
propagate and interfere with the normal operations of other equipment or 
devices. This can cause an erratic behavior in biomedical devices such as 
pacemakers and thus pose a human safety hazard. The selective harmonic 
elimination technique discussed in section 3.8 may be used effectively in square 
wave inverter to eliminate the dominant harmonics. For example, once the hard- 
to-filter third and fifth harmonics are removed from the spectra a low pass filter 
will easily recover the fundamental frequency component. It is easy to build a 
square wave inverter.
7.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Technique 
Sine Wave PWM powered inverters dicussed in chapter 3 produce 
waveforms that are compatible with power distribution companies’ waveforms,
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and therefore operate on any equipment without interference or overheating. At 
every switching time period, the sine wave PWM inverters deliver energy to the 
load equivalent to what would have been delivered by the modulating (desired) 
waveform. Over one switching time period the average voltage applied to the 
load is proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal (assumed constant) 
during this period [25]. The higher the switching frequency, the smaller the 
switching time period and the better the quality of the power delivered to the load 
(lower THD). However, the switching frequency is limited by the switching losses 
and EMI problems
Bipolar Versus Unipolar PWM Waveform 
The bipolar PWM inverter switching frequency is 2x lower than the 
unipolar PWM inverter switching frequency. Therefore the control circuitry 
required to build the bipolar PWM inverter is much simpler and cheaper than the 
unipolar PWM inverter. The bipolar PWM inverter needs only one modulating 
waveform to generate the PWM waveform and it is more suitable for single 
phase inverters. The unipolar PWM switching requires more than one 
modulating waveform. To be more economical and practical, the unipolar PWM 
switching is more suitable for three-phase inverters. However, the bipolar PWM 
switching sine wave may not be as smooth as a the unipolar PWM switching 
sinewave because of its slower switching rate. A high-end low pass filter may be 
required at the output to match the quality of the unipolar PWM switching output 
waveform. Therefore selecting a bipolar or unipolar PWM inverter depends on 
cost and quality of the needed power.
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Selective Harmonic Elimination PWM 
The selective harmonic elimination PWM technique discussed in section
3.8 is suitable for eliminating certain harmonics. The selective harmonic 
elimination PWM technique is similar to bipolar PWM switching technique but it 
does not require a carrier wave to generate a PWM waveform. In the selective 
harmonic elimination technique, the PWM waveform is generated by a set of pre­
calculated switching angles. In the PWM waveform shown in Figure 1.2 the 
hard-to-filter third and fifth harmonics can be eliminated with only two switching 
angles ( a = 23.62° and p = 33.3°) per quadrant. For example, once the hard-to- 
filter third and fifth harmonics are removed from the spectra, a low pass filter will 
easily recover the fundamental frequency component. As the number of 
switching angles per quadrant increases, more harmonic multiples at the output 
voltage waveform can be removed. The artificial neural network technique 
discussed in section 3.9 integrates low switching losses (due to low frequency 
switching), efficient control of the fundamental output voltage as well as 
eliminates the selected set of harmonics. The piecewise-linear strategy 
eliminates the requirement for high computing powers. However, increasing the 
a„’s increases the number of switching actions per quarter cycle. This increases 
switching losses and reduces the average output voltage. Figure 3.16 indicates 
the relationship between notch angles and the fundamental frequency amplitude. 
Therefore, there is a compromise and the reference [1] method has eliminated all 
the non-triplen harmonics up to the 29th. The selective harmonic elimination 
technique offers a better voltage utilization and lower switching frequencies [11].
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However, when this technique is used with variable frequency/amplitude inverter, 
complicated control hardware is required to store and to access the large number 
of switching angles [11].
7.3 Space Vector PWM (SVPWM)
SV PW M  technique discussed in section 4.3  is relatively simple and more 
efficient than the sine wave PW M  technique. Vref, the rotating vector, is the 
desired three-phase output voltage of the inverter, mapped to the complex plane. 
When the desired waveform is a balanced three-phase voltage waveform, then 
V ref becomes a rotating vector with a frequency and amplitude equal to that of 
the desired three-phase voltage waveform.
SVPWM method provides a more efficient use of the DC supply voltage 
than the sine wave PWM method. The magnitude of each of the six active-state 
space vectors is |V DC. In steady state operation, when approximating a three-
phase balanced sinusoid, Vref's radius is constant and less than | V DC. For this
reason the Vref's locus is a circle inscribed within a hexagon with a radius 
of-^-VDC( Figure 4.16). The locus of Vr0ffor sine wave PWM is a circle with a
radius fV DC. With the SVPWM technique (Figure 4.16) the maximum inverter
output voltage is 90.6% of the inverter capability compared to the sine wave 
PWM, which is only 78.5% efficient. With SVPWM method (compared to sine 
wave PWM method) the percentage of the inverter capability is increased by
15.4%.
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Equation (4.25) shows that given the reference vector components (Va 
and Vp) as the inputs for the SVPWM system the outputs are the on times need
to approximate Vref. The rotation of Vref in sector 1 and the corresponding three- 
phase PWM waveform patterns were shown in Figure 5.12. In a switching time 
period, every position of Vref results in a unique set of three-phase PWM patterns. 
Figure 7.1 shows the hexagon and the three-phase PWM patterns in all the 
sectors as Vr6f rotates 360° [20].
V 5 V ,
Figure 7.1: Hexagon of SVPWM in All Sectors 
E xp e rim e n ta tio n
The observations at the DSP output and motor input indicate that 
the motor input voltage waveforms are the exact waveforms that the DSP give 
out, but on a larger scale. The amplitude of PWM pulses at the motor input are 
the same as the DC bus voltage. From Figure 6.18, the DSP Duty Ratio and
-'“A
Line Voltage (Vab) output waveforms, it can be concluded that the duty ratio 
(phase voltage) waveform is distorted with triplen harmonics. Figures 6.51 to 
6.54 show the phase “a” voltage waveform harmonic spectra at the motor input. 
The motor input phase “a" voltage waveform harmonic spectra show that it 
(motor input phase “a” voltage) has a very high level of DC component, about 
30% 3rd order harmonic and a low level of 9th harmonic. However these 
harmonics do not affect the line-voltage. The harmonics spectra of the line 
voltage (Figures 6.55 to 6.58) show that the line voltage is free from low order 
harmonics up to 15th order. However the line-voltage waveform contains the high 
switching frequency harmonics, as seen from the line-voltage pulses shown in 
Figure 6.33
It can be seen from the observed phase voltage waveforms at the motor 
input that the inverter generates only pulses that have high harmonic content 
(Figures 6.51 to 6.54). However, in Figure 6.59, the observed fundamental line 
voltage (Vab) waveform, its harmonic spectra and THD-R (0.9%) at the motor 
input, show that the inverter fundamental line-voltage is free from high content 
low order harmonics. It seems like the motor recognizes only the fundamental 
line voltage waveforms, therefore the phase current is a sinusoid. In the line 
voltage the triplen harmonics cancel and the high frequency switching harmonics 
are attenuated by the motor’s inductances. The current waveform’s (Figures 
6.43 thru 6.46) switching harmonics are mainly suppressed by the low-pass 
characteristic of the machine inductances. The distortion in the current becomes 
smaller when the commanded voltage is sampled more accurately, that means
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the sampling period becomes smaller and sampling frequency increases.
The VisSim’s slider set-points control the amplitude and frequency of the 
fundamental frequency component that drives the motor. For a bigger slider set 
point value of 0.8 the fundamental frequency output has a higher amplitude and 
frequency. The increase in frequency makes the motor run faster. The increase 
in frequency is accompanied by an increase in amplitude to maintain the 
constant V/Hz profile.
7.4 Grounding And Shielding
The output of the inverter phase voltages contains a very high level of 
switching harmonics. The output from the power transistors was connected to 
the motor using four feet of cable. There were very high levels of conducted and 
radiated spurs. To solve this problem, an output filter sufficient to meet the 
conducted emission standards could be used, but it is very costly, therefore it is 
recommended to use shielded power cables and solid grounding. The single 
phase AC line input of the drive carries a substantial RF noise primarily because 
it comprises the return path for the common-mode RF current. This can be 
solved with the installation of an RFI filter. This coupled with a screened cable 
provides a low impedance return path for the RF current [82].
Inadequate grounding and shielding of the motor cable can be the major 
source of radiated spur. The screening material too plays a part in curbing the 
radiated emission. Some drive manufacturers have recommended specialized 
cables using one or more b aided copper shields. Measurements of control 
techniques have consistently shown that low-cost steel-wire armoured cable, as
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is widely used in the UK, gives equally good results. The reason for this appears 
to be that although the steel wire is a less effective shield (impedance is higher 
than for the copper braid), the losses in this frequency range are higher so that 
the actual current flowing in the shield is less. The cable is terminated by an 
impedance far removed from its characteristic impedance, so it is strongly 
resonant at some frequencies. The loss caused by the steel wire gives a useful 
degree of damping [82].
7.5 Recommendations 
Various PWM Techniques
In this thesis the square wave technique, the six-step mode and PWM 
techniques (sine wave PWM, SVPWM, harmonic elimination PWM) were 
discussed. Different techniques generate different waveshapes that have 
different harmonic spectra and fundamental component amplitude. There are 
references that talk about the fundamental component amplitude and the 
harmonic profiles of various AC waveform generation techniques. However, 
more references that compare and document the various AC waveform 
generation and PWM techniques would be helpful. There is a need to provide a 
complete documentation of various AC waveform technique based on 
experimental results. This type of documentation will be a valuable reference 
among the power electronics researchers.
Closed-loop VJf Control
In section 4.10 it was noted that a simple open-loop Vs/f (or V/Hz) system 
is not suitable to accurately control the speed with the presence of a load. As
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load increases the slip speed increases. To rectify this, a slip compensation 
strategy can be included for speed control. Thus, the result is a closed-loop V/Hz 
system with a speed sensor as shown in Figure 4.21. The open-loop motor 
speed control that was implemented in this thesis should be extended to a 
closed-loop speed control system.
Space Vector Duty Ratio Waveform (Phase voltage plot)
%Magnitute of reference vector 
Vref=1;
% sectors phase a
theta1=0:.01/pi:pi/3;
theta2=pi/3:.01/pi:2*pi/3;
theta3=2*pi/3:.01 /pi:pi;
theta4=pi:.01/pi:4*pi/3;
theta5=4*pi/3:.01/pi:5‘ pi/3;
theta6=5*pi/3:.01/pi:2*pi;
%phase a voltages
Va 1 =0.5*Vref*sqrt(3)*cos(theta 1 -pi/6);
Va2=0.5*3*Vref*cos(theta2);
Va3=0.5*sqrt(3)*Vref*cos(theta3+pi/6);
Va4=0.5*sqrt(3)*Vref*cos(theta4-pi/6);
Va5=0.5*3*Vref*cos(theta5);
Va6=0.5*sqrt(3)*Vref*cos(theta6+pi/6);
% sectors phase b
thetl =2*pi/3:.01/pi:pi;
thet2=pi:.01/pi:4*pi/3;
thet3=4*pi/3:.01/pi:5*pi/3;
thet4=5*pi/3:.01/pi:2*pi;
thet5=0:.01/pi:pi/3;
thet6=pi/3:.01/pi:2*pi/3;
%phase b voltages
Vb1 =0.5*Vref*sqrt(3)*cos(thet1 -pi/6-2*pi/3);
Vb2=0.5*3*Vref*cos(thet2-2*pi/3);
Vb3=0.5*sqrt(3)*Vref*cos(thet3+pi/6-2*pi/3);
Vb4=0.5*sqrt(3)*Vref*cos(thet4-pi/6-2*pi/3);
Vb5=0.5‘ 3#Vref*cos(thetS-2‘ pi/3);
Vb6=0.5*sqrt(3)*Vref*cos(thet6+pi/6-2*pi/3);
% sectors phase c
the1=4*pi/3:.01/pi:5*pi/3;
the2=5*pi/3:.01/pi:2*pi;
the3=0:.01/pi:pi/3;
the4=pi/3:.01/pi:2*pi/3;
the5=2*pi/3:.01/pi:pi;
the6=pi:.01/pi:4*pi/3;
APPENDIX A: MATLAB SOURCE CODE
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% phase c voltages
Vc1 =0.5*Vref*sqrt(3)*cos(the1 -pi/6-4*pi/3);
Vc2=0.5*3*Vref*cos(the2-4*pi/3);
Vc3=0.5*sqrt(3)*Vref*cos(the3+pi/6-4*pi/3);
Vc4=0.5*sqrt(3)*Vref*cos(the4-pi/6-4*pi/3);
Vc5=0.5*3*Vref*cos(the5-4*pi/3);
Vc6=0.5*sqrt(3)*Vref*cos(the6+pi/6-4*pi/3);
%plot phase voltages
plot(theta1,Va1,,--b,Itheta2,Va2,,--b,,theta3,Va3,,--b,Itheta4,Va4,,--b\theta5,Va5,'--
br,theta6fVa6,,--b');
hold on
plot(thet1 ,Vb1,'g:\thet2.Vb2,'g:',thet3,Vb3,'g:',tbet4,Vb4l'g:',thet5,Vb5),g:',thet6,Vb 
6/g:');
plot(the1(Vc1,'-r‘Ithe2lVc2,’-r,,the3>Vc3,'-r’,the4,Vc4,'-r')the5,Vc5I'-r\the6IVc6,'-r');
%clf;
axis([0 2*pi -2 2]); 
grid on;
ylabel('phase voltage amplitude');
xiabel^omegat');
set(gca,'XTick',0:pi/3:2*pi);
setteca.'XTickLaber.fOVpi/S’.^pi/SVpi’.^pi/SVSpi/S'.^pi'}); 
text(.1,1.6,'Phase Voltages Of The Inverter Output'); 
title('text(.1,1.6,'Square wave 50% duty cycle');
Three -Phase Line Voltage plot
%Magnitute of reference vector 
Vref=1;
% sectors phase a 
theta=0:.01/pi:2*pi;
%phase a voltages 
Vab=sqrt(3)*Vref*sin(theta+pi/3); 
Vbc=sqrt(3)*Vref*sin(theta+pj/3-2*pi/3); 
Vca=sqrt(3)*Vref*sin(theta+pi/3-4*pi/3);
%plot phase voltages 
plot(theta,Vab,,--b'); 
hold on
plot^heta.Vbc.'g:'); 
plot^theta.Vca.'-r1); 
hold off
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%clf;
axis([0 2*pi -2 2]); 
grid on;
ylabel('line-to-line voltage amplitude');
xlabel('\omegat');
set(gca,,XTick,,0:pi/3:2*pi);
set(gcaf*XTickLaber,{,0,,,pi/3,,,2pi/3,,,pi,,,4pi/3,,’5pi/3','2*pi’}); 
text(.1,1.6,'line-to-line Voltages Of The Inverter Output'); 
title('text(.1,1.6,'Square wave 50% duty cycle');
APPENDIX B: DUTY RATIO DERIVATION
Finding the inverse of :
r x i T 21PWM £-\f cos[(n-1)60°] cos(n60°) f  Ti ]
K J 2 3 DC sin [(n~ 1)60°] sin(n60°) [ j J
The inverse is
\ \ ) _ "^ PWM 2 cos[(n-1)60°] cos(n60°)
-1
I X ]
LW 2 2Vdc sin [ ( n - 1)60°] sin(n60°) IxJ
sin(n60°) -cos(ri60°) r v j
-  sin [ ( n - 1)60°] cos[(n-1)60°] IX J
4Vdc sin(n60°)cos[(n -1)60°] -  sin(n60°)cos[(n -1)60°]
{using the trig identity: sin(0 ± <j>) = sin Geos G± cos Osin 0}
sin(n60° )cos[(n -1)60°] -  sin(n60° )cos[(n -1)60°] = sin(n60° -  (n -1)60°)
= sin 60° -
therefore
sin(n60°) --cos(n60°) ix i
T „] TT°  PWM -s in [(n-1)60°] cos[(n-1)60°] IxJ
Tn+1 J s
2
Ti _ TPWVI V3 sin(n60°) -cos(n60°) X
VDC 2 -sin [(n-1)60°] cos [ ( n - 1)60°] X
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APPENDIX G: PICTURE OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
APPENDIX D: PICTURE OF eZdsp and DMC1500
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APPENDIX E: PICTURE of eZdsp
FRONT VIEW
BACK VIEW
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APPENDIX F: PICTURE OF TMS320LF2407 (DSP)
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APPENDIX G: CURRENT WAVEFORM HARMONICS OBSERVED ACROSS
THE CURRENT SENSING RESISTORS
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APPENDIX H: MEASURING INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT
1) Fluke 99B scopemeter series II 100Mhz (9444 200 99003, No DM6640235)
2) Fluke 41 power harmonics analyzer (6050018)
3) Fluke 45 dual display multimeter (5310062)
4) Philips Oscilloscope (Pm3335/40, DQ005076)
5) Dell Laptop Inspiron 4000, OS Windows 2000
6) Isolation transformer, 115V/115V, Triad N-59M (10366424)
7) Variable auto transformer (Variac), Tenma, Input 117V/ouput 130V
8) Three-phase induction motor, 3/4hp, Emerson, Model P55AZET-220, CAT 
2758244
9) 2* 3Q 25 watts 1 % resistors
10) Safety glasses
11) Low Pass Filter/High Pass Filter, Waveteck Rockland, Model 852, Dual 
HI/LO Filter, IBM 656819A
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APPENDIX I: DSP PMM1-PWM3 SIGNALS FOR SLIDER SETPOINTS 0.4 AND
0.8
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APPENDIX J: SQUARE WAVE AND ITS FUNDAMENTAL WAVEFORM
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APPENDIX K: PHASE “A ” VOLTAGE PULSES AND ITS FUNDAMENTAL
WAVEFORM AT MOTOR INPUT.
VARIAC INPUT: 138V AC AND SLIDER SET POINT: 0.8
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APPENDIX L: LINE VOLTAGE PULSES AND ITS FUNDAMENTAL
WAVEFORM AT MOTOR INPUT.
SLIDER SET POINT: 0.4
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APPENDIX M: LINE VOLTAGE PULSES AND ITS FUNDAMENTAL
WAVEFORM AT MOTOR INPUT.
SLIDER SET POINT: 0.8
variac input 
=70 V AC
variac input 
=138V AC
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APPENDIX N:PWM-PHASE-A (DUTY RATIO) WAVEFORM AT THE DSP 
OUTPUT FOR A SLIDER SETPOINT OF 0.4
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APPENDIX 0: PHASE AND LINE VOLTAGE PULSES AT MOTOR INPUT.
(SLIDER SET POINT: 0.8 AND VARIAC INPUT 70 V AC)
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APPENDIX P: THE OVERALL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF CLOSED-LOOP SPEED
CONTROL [30]
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APPENDIX Q: PWM Drive-DMC1500
DMC1500
Figure 6.69 shows a schematic of a small section on DMC1500. The DC 
bus section accepts the single phase AC voltage input from the variac and 
converts it to DC voltage, then filters and smoothes the waveform. On average, 
DC bus voltage is approximately V2 times the variac input. For a variac input of 
70V AC and 138 V AC, the observed DC bus voltages were 99V DC and 195 V 
DC. The DC bus voltage is delivered to the final section of the drive, called the 
inverter by the chopping action of the switches. This section inverts the DC 
voltage to three-phase AC, but in a variable voltage and frequency output [42]. 
Power transistors act as power switches to turn the DC bus voltage on and off at 
specific intervals determined by precalculated duty ratios (Ti ,T2...T7) and space 
vectors (V i ,V2,...V7). In so doing, the inverter actually creates a variable three- 
phase AC voltage and frequency output. The drive’s output doesn’t exactly
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replicate the three-phase AC sine waveform, rather it supplies negative and 
positive voltage pulses that are a constant magnitude in height [42] equal to V2 
times the variac input. This is what is seen in Figures 6.35 through 6.38. Since 
the pulse’s magnitude depends on the variac input, a higher pulse magnitude is 
observed for 138 Volts AC input compared to 70 Volts AC input. In Figures 6.35 
to 6.38 it seems like the fundamental waveform positive-half is created by a 
positive series of pulses and the negative-half is created by a negative series of 
pulses. This alternating of positive and negative pulses creates the fundamental 
frequency output. These pulse trains carry in them the fundamental frequency 
component plus high frequency components. That is why a low pass filter allows 
only the fundamental frequency to pass through. The current waveforms in 
Figures 6.43 through 6.46 appear to be sinusoidal even without a low pass filter. 
This indicates that motor inductances act as a natural low pass filter, blocking 
high frequency components (switching frequency and its multiples), allowing only 
the low frequency fundamental components to pass through.
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